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Affordable HouSing Organization
PlanS Its 44th Year

NurSing ASSiStant Training
Program Graduation Held
«w*

J

ST. PETERSBURG This past Sunday, Nov. 19th,

CLEARWATER - Com

Lee Regulski, Walter Sanford,

munity Service Foundation, a

and Bill Voeller. The agency’s

Abilities of Florida held gradu

non-profit organization pro

Executive Director is Jerry

ation celebration for the stu

viding affordable housing,
assistance, and educational

services to Pinellas County

Spilatm.
Sylvia Costello, outgoing
president, received a plaque of

ing Program. This is a fifteen-

residents since 1957, elects

appreciation and admiration

week program that is held

officers and trustees and

for her leadership and inspira

three times a year for partici
pants of the Pinellas County

approves goals at its annual

tion during her two years as

Board of Trustees’ meeting,

WAGES Program. The pro
gram is located in the Outreach

November 15th.

president
Among the goals CSF
plans to accomplish in 2001

Center at PTEC South Cam

year terms are Harry Jamieson,

pus.
Through the program, the
students received GED skills

President; Cathy Santa, Vice
surer; and, Mary Vaughn, Sec

time homebuyers. In addition,
CSF plans the acquisition of

training, employment readi

retary. Trustees elected to two-

four additional rental units.

ness training and completed on

year terms include Kimberly

site clinical training held at

Briggs, Sylvia Costello (im

Moreover, CSF wants to
enhance affordable rental

Bay Pointe Nursing Pavillion

mediate past president), Linda
Kemp, Mark Marquardt, Jr.,

dents of the Nursing Assistant
and Home Health Aide Train

Please see pg. 5

L-R: Ada Oli, Judith Mauer and Alma Kicklighter

A Credit Plan For You!

Officers elected to two-

President; D. Alan Rotz, Trea

are the purchase, rehabilitation,
and resale of five homes to first

housing opportunities for dis
please see pg. 5

L-R: Sylvia Costello and Jerry Spilatro
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Ill Love With
Louise Thanksgiving 2000

So Much To Be Thankful For
by Allene Gammage-Ahmed
This is a special time of year for most of us as we

enter into the holiday season for the year 2000.

life, love and the pursuit of happiness in all that we
have been blessed with, and we can say "We have so
much to be thankful for".

Thanksgiving should not only be recognized on
Thanksgiving is a time to offer thanks of family
gatherings 'titid holiday meals. It is oiie of the most . Th,UT^ay^^^eihb<r ^23, .2000,. but'/We7.sliould be;
beloved and celebrated holidays whew weJock forward to sharing with family
special thanks to a most supremBWWBBiMrai^las
blessed us with peace, many
and who has afforded us th

l^alsBawsflfcwiWa' ors

ditions in history where w

tunate than ourselves.
he chill is on this weekend. Extend a warm hello
share a slice or two of your best pumpkin

i^j^^peal

^cup of coffee to a homeless person. Take

exhibit
at®

firm our most deeply he!
gratitude for God’s gift of s<3

fre diversity
pur differ
MBQlher’

This day is a day of cele
joins with respect and appri

ences, and we’re able to
strengths and commonalities while”8w or king to

-- -

This is the beginning of my

am beginning my 10th year. It
is not only 10 years, it is 10 of

tenth year of loving Louise;

the most productive in my pro

even though I have never met

her. The only thing I have done

fessional career.
As I look over my career

is to walk in her footprints. I

that includes being the senior

suppose it could be argued “as

minister of a church with five

a white male, and fifty seven

languages, managing a large

years of age, how could one

medical center, operating a

. possibly walk inthe footprints
of a black woman who would

chain of retirement centers,
operating a chain of nursing

be 97 years oldifshe were still

homes, this is the smallest bud

alive? She passed away 17

years ago. Herfootprints were

get, die smallest staff, the least
glorious, but yet, it has been

cold before you ever came on

the most fun, the most reward

the scene. ”
All that may be true, but do

ing, the most challenging, the

you know what? I still to this

our lobby. I did not plant this

been part of.
Maybe it is from the
encouragement that we have
received from Louise’s daugh

Louise Graham Regeneration

ter and family. Maybe it is the

Center seed-she did. I did not

help we have received from

see a person who was develop-

Louise’s friends. Maybe it is

mentally disabled and tried to
help-she did. I never worked

the kindness and support that
we have received from the St

ST. PETERSBURG -

day bow my head when I walk

past her picture that hangs in

out of my own garage-she did.
When she started doing this in
1949,1 was iust a six-year old

most thrilling thing I have ever

date of turkey to a family shelter. We
illyour giving will be returned unto you
ithing for someone, no matter how

ings that others are not able

Louise G raham

able to experience this form of unity, sharing and
caring throughout the entire year. Let us remember
to show others just how blessed we are by sharing
our bountifulness with someone who may be less for

SUtye *n

the land of plenty.
Thanksgiving is one of

how wonderful you feel after-

iver America gather to give
essings of their lives, The Weekly

serve this special holiday tradition. .
With all that’s going on in the world around

: to express their best wishes to

us-war, hatred, homelessness, poverty, political dis-

sured and memorable Thanksgiving. We pray that
each of you will share in the spirit of goodwill and

trust that will forever remain in the portals of our

advertisers for a most trea-

minds, families being destroyed and malicious plots

prayer to express heartfelt thanks to God for the

to bring harm in any way to others-most of us are

many blessings He has bestowed upon us and to

still surrounded by the shelter of love, comfortabili-

reach out in true gratitude and friendship to others.

ty, good health, fine cars, top-paying jobs, prestige
along with all the other necessary trimmings of food,

clothing and shelter. Certainly, we value the gifts of

Blacks Got Elected With
Broad Margins
■—-

ST. PETERSBURG-The

was shot and paralyzed in ‘72.

papers of Norman E. Jones,

(Some of Jones’ materials

the outspoken and controver
sial African-American who

ed to the University of Alaba

regarding Wallace were donat

chaired the Black Citizens
Committee for George Wal

ma).

lace in 1972, have been donat

was based upon self-determi

ed to the University of South

nation, the free enterprise sys

Florida St. Petersburg’s Poyn-

tem and entrepreneurship. He

Jones’ political philosophy

Democrat to Republican last

where he received more than

ter Library.
The Norman E. Jones

also believed in AfricanAmericans preserving and

Unlike the narrow maigins
that resulted in the contested

Brent Fisher.

year.
Election results show that

half of the votes - 525 to 293.
Fisher also defeated

papers comprise three docu

expressing their culture and

And in the contest for

heritage. After moving to St.

presidential elections, the two
local black candidates in the

state Senate District 21, Tampa

Welch, who qualified by gath

Welch in the absentee ballots,

ment boxes of manuscript
copies of newspaper columns,

lawmaker Les Miller took

ering 2,000 petitions in the

winning 4,320. Welch got

correspondence, and photo

Nov. 7 general election handi

away nearly 70 percent of the
ballots cast in Hillsborough,

County Commission district,

copied articles by and about

Pinellas and Manatee counties.

received 49,046 votes to Fish-

3,638 absentee votes.
County Commission Dis
trict 7 includes the majority of

ern Pinellas County Commis

He defeated Rudy Bradley

St. Petersburg below 38th

sion single-member represen
tative, Democrat Ken Welch

who had served as the House

er’s31,800.
In the 11 precincts that

Avenue N, extending south

District 55 representative from

Fisher won, he defeated Welch

ward to embrace Gulfport and

library’s special collections.

edited the African-American

won 60 percent of the vote

Pinellas but switched from

by slim margins with the
exception of precinct 215

South Pasadena. It also en-

ly defeated their opponents.
In the race to be the south

won 86 of the 97 precincts. He

Please see pg. 6
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Petersbuig in 1955, he began
writing a column called “Let’s

Jones. Forty audiotapes also

Talk Politics” for black news
papers throughout the state.

are included. Jones’ son, Nor

His column ran for 20 years.

man E. Jones II of St Peters

He was the Florida editor for

burg, made the gift to the

The Pittsburgh Courier and

The senior Jones was a

pages for the St. Petersburg

photographer, publicist, jour

Tunes and Evening Indepen

nalist and activist who rose to

dent. . He also produced his
own radio program on two

national prominence during
the 1972 presidential elections.
The black conservative, a rari

Greater St. Petersburg Area

Please see pg. 5

Norman E. Jones, Sr.

over Republican challenger
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child.
As for me, I merely came
to give 6 weeks of my life to

commitment, and now I

Papers Of .
„.
Controversial African
Americans Donated To
USF St. Petersburg

Tampa stations, and WTOG

televised the Norman E. Jones

ty at the time who was dispar
aged by blacks and whites

Show on Ch. 44. Until his
health failed in the 1970s, he

alike, backed then-Alabama
10
Gov. George Wallace’s presi
13
dential bid despite Wallace’s
13
segregationist views. Jones
was with Wallace when he

ran an advertising and public
relations firm in St Petersburg.
Jones’ son Norman, a pho-

tojoumalist and public rela-
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Reading file...Verizon/innovative...advanced

Introducing a cool new offer from a cool new company. Get 150 free hours per
month of Internet access at home, plus free Mobile Web access through Memorial
Day 2001. Call now and sign up for a new annual contract on select Digital Wireless
plans. Starting June 1, 2001, monthly Internet charges of $19.95 and $6.95 apply.
Hurry, offer ends November 30, 2000. So sign up today. And consider it done.

call now or order online

1.888.786.8225

verizgn

verizon.com

VERIZON WIRELESS STORES
BRANDON
Brandon Town Center Plaza
,
225 W. Brandon Town Center Blvd.

CLEARWATER
25704 US Hwy. 19 N

LAKELAND
Lakeland Square Mall-Kiosk

Southgate Plaza Mall-Kiosk
(Next to Restoration Hardware)

(727) 725-3215

3800 US Hwy 98 N #14

(941) 927-8546

Countryside Mall-Kiosk

BRADENTON
Desoto Square Mall Kiosk

2700 US Hwy. 19 N
(Next to The Limited)

303 US Hwy. 301 Blvd. W
(Next to Dillards Mall entrance)

(727) 725-3215

(941) 748-5466

1821 E. Fowler Ave.

6901 22nd Ave.
(Next to Wet Seal)

(813) 978-8774

(727) 345-8836

(Next to Food Court)

(813) 643-3507

Tyrone Square Mall-Kiosk

University Mall-Kiosk

2206 E. Fowler Ave.

(863) 859-2843

ST. PETERSBURG
2010 Tyrone Blvd. North

TAMPA

(Next to World of Science)

SARASOTA
4215 S. Tamiami Trail

(727) 345-8836

10424 N. Dale Mabry

(813) 978-8774

(941) 927-8546

One Tropicana Drive

(813) 265-4622
(Open all home games)

(727) 898-1212

Offer is for Verizon local residential customers only and requires annual contract for Verizon Wireless digital plan of $29.95 per month or more. CDMA web-enabled phone required. Home Internet usage over
150 hours will be billed at $1.00 per hour. Mobile Web service subject to terms of Cellular Agreement, terms and conditions on MyVZW.com Web Site and price plan. Mobile Web airtime usage will deplete
airtime allowance and will then be charged at the per-minute rate. Promotion expires May 31, 2001. Effective June 1, 2001, the monthly charge of $19.95 for home Internet access and $6.95 for Mobile Web
access will apply. Taxes and other charges and restrictions apply. Offer and Mobile Web not available in all areas. ©2000 Verizon Communications
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men are hurt as long as anyone is held back.
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Fighting Violence With Virtue
and travel home. And
they'll be enriched when
they discover William
Wilberforce who through
incredible integrity and
perseverance successfully
crushed the British slave
traders.
Ralph Waldo Emerson
said, "What lies behind us
and what lies before us are
small matters compared to
what lies within us." But
what lies within us, and
what lies within our chil
dren, will be worthless if
our ethical engines are
fueled on violence instead
of good character.
The foundation of suc
cess is respect, honesty,
courage,
responsibility,
perseverance and living up
to the highest standards of
right and wrong. Kids who
get training in those char
acter traits from their par
ents or mentors will be

more likely to respect oth
ers, be honest and fulfill
their responsibilities-traits
that promote healthy citi
zenship.
If we're going to get a
handle on violence, it will
start in our homes with par
ents spending time with
their kids, teaching them
the value of good character.
Nurturing virtue requires
teaching, training and mod
eling to flourish. Otherwise
it's nothing more than a les
son in "babble."
So next time you see
your kids glued to the TV
watching Monday Night
Raw or some other violent
show, don't forget to tell
them that*the real way to

not violence with violence.
Virtues are habits of the
head and heart that enable
us to know the good, love
the good, and do the good.

Translation? If we want our
kids to shun violence, we
need to give them more
stories about bravery and
integrity and less about
"pile drivers," shootings
and drug abuse.
There are plenty of
good character stories that
could be packaged in cre
ative ways to speak to
today's youth. Sure, kids
may not warm up to them
like a bag of popcorn, but
over time, they'll begin to
process and apply what
they hear and see.
Kids can benefit from
learning about Mother
Teresa and her undying
commitment to helping the
poor and sick in India.
They'll profit from hearing
about Abraham Lincoln's
incredible
compassion
when he freely represented
an elderly woman in court
and paid for her hotel bill

I pointed out, has run a

Clinton - both of whom

simply used Nader's racial

left into the independent

are they'll quip, "C'mon,
that stuff is boring."
Sure kids are intrigued
by our fast moving, TV-dri
ven culture. Many of us
are. So is it a shock that
most of them know more
about pro wrestling than

they do about the character
of Abraham Lincoln? It
shouldn't be.
Take a look at the
world of pro wrestling and
you'll see a real-life portrait
of how many people fight
violence with violence. The
typical WWF broadcast
portrays people slamming
each other with chairs,
tables, or whatever they
can get their hands on.
When one wrestler attacks
another,
alliances
are
formed and revenge is
planned. Sure it's fake. And
it's admittedly humorous at
times. But the actions of
some
muscle-bulging
actors do more to promote
violence than resolve it.
Of course we need to
keep in mind that pro
wrestling isn't the root
cause of violence, it's just
another symptom. Over the
last decade, we've done

more to fill young minds
with stories of misery and
suffering than with stories
of character. Movies like
8MM and Scream, which
glorify violence, offer
nothing more than distorted
entertainment to young
impressionable
minds.
Recently the Federal Trade
Commission
(FTC)
released a report alleging
that Hollywood has willful
ly used a broad range of
advertising and marketing
to reach kids to promote
products rated for adults.
For most of us, that's no
shock.
In today's society, we
need a complete paradigm
shift. We should strive to
fight violence with virtue,

by Dr, Lenora Fulani

can you have the indepen

by Chris Slane
Ask your kids who
"The Rock" is and you'll
likely get a five-minute lec
ture on pro wrestling. They
might explain in vivid
detail a "pile driver" or a
"body slam" they wit
nessed on Monday Night
Raw. They might even tell
you
about
a
verbal
onslaught
they
saw
between "Kane" and "The
Undertaker" that erupted
into a violent hallway
brawl.
But ask your kids to
talk about the character of
George Washington or
Mother Teresa and chances

fight violence is with
virtue. That will be the crit
ical first step to slamming
violence to the mat._______

Raise The
Minimum
Wage Fairly A New Politic For Black America
by Alexis M. Herman

Rev. A1 Sharpton, the

The debate over raising the minimum wage is over -

He

come?"

dents

were giving him a pro

recalcitrance to try to score

political

to the white left. That is

foundly

shoulder.

points for Gore, trying to

necessity

why he is at only 5% in the

After a meeting with me,

Hagelin and vice presiden

make the case that a vote
for Nader would hurt the

with black America is all

polls even though 35-40%
of Americans say they con

black cause by costing

thing for the center-right

But

George Bush supporter
Ross Perot to turn down my

most

leader in America today,

tions, or at the expense of other workers. Some in
Congress are offering to vote for a minimum wage

did something so important

Second...we

over the last couple weeks.
He opened the door of

about saving our people. I

are

the

campaign geared primarily

everyone agrees there should be an increase. The only
question is whether it will be done fairly, without condi

black

movement,

said,

"First of all, I am an inde
pendent
black
man.

significant

|| SAVE WATER ||

talking

cold

of connecting

the more urgent. It's one

could care less about hurt

sider themselves indepen

tial running mate Nat
Goldhaber - Rev. Sharpton

black political life to inde

ing politicians' feelings."

dents, 53% in a new Gallup

issued a call for a presiden

rationalizing a black vote

The Fair Labor Standards Act entitles more than 70

pendent politics. And he

tial debate on black issues

for

million workers to time-and-a-half pay when they work

I recounted for the
audience (many of whom

poll say they'd like to see a

helped me put the heat on

major third party, and 30

in Harlem. He extended an

Democratic Party is not the

over 40 hours in a workweek. Under proposed amend

the independent movement

were people I'd marched

million have voted for an

invitation

Gore,

ments to the minimum wage bill, tens of millions could

with time and again to

independent

Governor George Bush,

purpose of any serious
black critique of Nader.

n't have!). It's quite another

to open its doors to black

increase only if the bill also eliminates the right to over

time pay for millions of workers.

see steep cuts in their overtime pay, while millions more

America.

Recently, he brought

could lose overtime pay altogether. The end result could

Independent politics must

be put to work for the black

catalyst for a new progres

Meanwhile, stories began

community, to help it break

sive movement to turn me

move

bly should update that term
now that Ross Perot has

to circulate that Nader was
not only avoiding the black

its dependency on the
Democratic Party. Nader's

down.
And

ment and the black com
munity. Some white inde
pendent leaders have been
responsive to me - John

exited the independent
political scene). He turned
down an invitation from
Gov. Jesse Ventura to par

community and me - he
was
also
avoiding
Sharpton.
Nader's "whites main

failure is that he has not
done that.
In the end, I suspect
that Randall Robinson,

Sharpton? He helped me

Hagelin,

ticipate in a debate among

ly" campaign was becom

feeling the heat from the

ical options. He instructed,

presidential

ing more and more of an

mounting

of

"I will not compromise my

candidates. And he turned
his back on me and my
invitation to come to
Harlem.
Rev. Sharpton was well

embarrassment
to
the
African American progres
sives who were supporting
him. Randall Robinson,
President
of
the
TransAfrica Forum, orga
nized a "sit down" between

Nader,

to

self-respect. It is bad
enough for them to margin
alize us. It is worse for us
to agree to it."
And with that and
many years of very hard
work, we have the begin
ning of a new politic for

pendent political

directors and embalmers; workers whose employers label
part of their earnings a "bonus" to avoid paying overtime.

supporting, to address his
weekly meeting of the
National Action Network.
In his remarks, Rev.
Sharpton said of me, "Dr.
Fulani is the founder of

And tipped employees, like waiters and waitresses,
would not see a penny of the minimum wage increases in

their cash wages.
Overtitne pay is important to many working families.
They depend on it for the basics, like school clothes and
doctor visits. In manufacturing alone, production workers
average $92 a week in overtime pay, about the cost of a
week's worth of groceries for an average family. Many of

those who would be hurt by the proposed exemptions
have modest earnings - some make $25,000 a year or
less.
Most workers want the same thing: a balance

independent politics. She
did it before Perot or any
body. Do not let them pro
file Dr. Fulani out of that

role!"
Later,

after

Hagelin

addressed the 250 person

in

particular.

Some - like Ralph Nader have not.
This concern - about
whether and about how the
independents come into the
black community - is
something
that
Rev.
Sharpton and I have dis

independent

aware of Nader's rejection
of my overtures and his ret

criticism

reached

out

Sharpton on Nader's behalf.
The result was an "11th
hour" appearance by Nader
the day before the election
at a Harlem meeting hosted
by Sharpton.

Though it's a severe

with

icence to reach out to

increased intensity in the

African Americans. At the

Nader and a group of black
progressives - a number of

whom are ardent Gore sup

case of too little, very late,
a point has nonetheless

cussed

for

years,

between work - with a liveable income - and time with

crowd, Sharpton went on to

last several months. I have

same time he was also

their families. A higher minimum wage would help more
workers achieve this balance; eliminating the right to

caution the black commu
nity against allowing them

raised the issue of Nader's

chilled by the disinterest

porters - to try to take the

been made. Insofar as the

coming

(actually disdain) on the

edge off of Nader's elitism.

Nader campaign has suc

selves to be taken for grant
ed. "They asked me how

into Harlem in a New York

part of leading Democrats
like A1 Gore and Hillary

Of course, the diehard
Democrats in that circle

ceeded in drawing largescale participation by the

overtime pay would take it away.
I've argued before on behalf of raising the minimum
wage. Businesses are thriving in the strongest and longest
economic expansion in our nation's history. In the retail

industry, employer of many of our minimum wage work
ers, profits are up almost 25 percent since 1996,
But minimum wage workers haven't gotten their fair

share of this prosperity. Sixty-nine percent of minimum
wage workers are adults. Sixty percent are women. Many

are their family's only breadwinner, struggling to raise
kids on less than $11,000 a year. A dollar-an-hour raise
means an extra $2,000 a year.
Ultimately, a higher minimum wage isn't only about

dollars and cents. It is about basic American values like
opportunity and fair play. We all know that many

Americans are thriving in this economy. Fortunes are
being made. That's good. That's the American way. But

where are the values of opportunity and fair play in pro
posals to take away workers' right to overtime pay?
A pay raise for 10 million working Americans should
not require a pay cut for millions of other working fami
lies. We must reject proposals that take away with one

hand what they have just given with the other. A fair min
imum wage increase doesn't require unfair tradeoffs. We

must raise the minimum wage - now.
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YOUR LETTERS
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left

Hagelin agreed to come.

a bridge between the inde

in New York, who I am

Nader,

Ralph

Hagelin and Nader. Only

date

Independence Party ticket

for

Nader did not reach out to
the Perot voter (we proba

pendent presidential candi

including those on the low end of the pay scale, funeral

overture to campaign in
Harlem (though he should

candidate in recent years.

overtime pay they deserve.

Who will lose? Certain computer and sales workers,

the

police brutality) that I had

been working hard to build

the

and

protest racial murder and

Dr. John Hagelin, the inde
on

to

Gore

election.

winger and self-described

be more forced overtime hours for workers without the

running

presidential

the

Gore

about

reticence

media campaign. Nader, as

what

of

Rev.

put the heat on Nader. He
told the black community it
needed to broaden its polit

black America.
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YOUR LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR

Education Poll Masks The Voices
Of Minorities, Poor------ --------------cent.
The "Ohio Poll" found

majority as well - 52 per

pollster,
surveyed

a majority of Ohioans favor

Center. Among the general

Wisconsin residents about

tax-funded school choice,

tively. The Ohio Poll is
conducted
for
the

Joint

population, 59 percent of

whether they agree with the

whether parents

University of Cincinnati by

school

Center, 60 percent respond

public schools, parochial

its

choice. But its report
masks the voices of those

those with annual incomes
of less than $15,000 sup

1998 Wisconsin Supreme

ed "yes" to the question,

Court opinion declaring

schools or private, non

port school choice.

that state's choice program

religious schools. Support

most in need of access to
quality education and

"Would you support a
voucher system where par

Research.
The

have

to be constitutional. Harris

for choice was strongest

ents would get money from

shown that the closer indi

found 68 percent approval

educational

the government to send

viduals are to an operating

of the

decision

among African Americans:
68 percent supported tax-

their children to the public,
private, or parochial school

choice plan, the more they
like the idea. Two exam

favoring

choice.

funded tuition vouchers for

of parents and children

Among African Americans

private schools and 67 per

around the nation. The

Of

in Wisconsin, approval was
78 percent. Those with

cent supported them for

Institute for Justice is a lib

parochial

schools.

ertarian public interest law

Respondents with annual

firm founded in September

public

annual incomes of less than
$15,000 in Wisconsin sup

household incomes of less
than $20,000 supported

1991 by William Mellor

Harris Interactive, a

bv John Kramer
Phi
Delta
Kappa
International, a profession

Americans with children

show majority support for

support school choice with

major

only 22 percent opposed.

school choice programs,
according to the Joint

al

Of all African Americans

surveyed

education

fraternity,

recently released poll num

bers

private

on

expanded

opportunities - minorities
and the poor.
The Joint Center for

of

by

their

the

choice?"

Other

polls

Economic

African Americans with an

ples are in Wisconsin and
Ohio, where school choice

Studies, a Washington,
D.C. organization that

annual income of less than

programs have been imple

Political

studies

and

issues

affecting

African Americans, reports
that 71 percent of African

and

national

recently

court's

school

$15,000, 72 percent sup
port school choice while

mented,

approval for school choice

ported the court's decision

only 20 percent oppose it.

programs is stronger than

for school choice by a
strong majority of 69 per-

Poor people of all races

in the nation as a whole.

choose

vouchers for private or
parochial

schools by a

cent and 65 percent respec

Institute

for

Institute

Policy

for

Justice argues for the con
stitutionality of school

choice programs on behalf

and Clint Bolick.
NEWS DEADLINE IS
4PM MONDAY

A Look Back And Ahead
bv Lou Frev, Jr,
On January 1, 2000,1

Republicans. In the article

Stakes in Florida are high.

Richard Nixon in 1960 by

Florida was critical. But,

incredible election will

entitled "Florida In Play,"

Several weeks before the

only one vote a precinct."

not in my wildest imagi

not need to be convinced.

wrote Bush would beat

dated

1st,

election, in an article enti

No one could have

nation did I realize how

I believe the credibili

Gore

2000,1 wrote ...of the four

tled

"Predictions*Elec-

Republicans would win

top

(California,

envisioned what has hap
pened. Could anyone

close Florida would be.
The election results in

ty of the pre-election polls

tions 2000," I concluded

the U.S. Senate although

Texas,

New York and

by saying, "This is the

have imagined this year's

Florida make it seem that

destroyed. In many cases,

the margin would be two
seats. Last, the House of

Florida) Florida is the

most interesting political

presidential race? I get

Kennedy had a landslide

the polls weren't even

year in my lifetime. I

some points for being cor

in 1960. I think when

Representatives Election

only one that is close to
going either way. If A1

hope you vote. Your vote

rect about the U.S. Senate

someone gets up in the

close. Despite it all, our
country will survive the

would result in one of the

Gore wins Florida, A1

could make the difference

future and tells you every

Election Day trauma and

narrowest margins in his

Gore is the next President

in the races. Remember,

and the U.S. House. I get
triple points for pointing

vote counts, all of us who

continue on.

the

of the United States. The

Jack

out

have lived through this

tory,

by

3

5

seats

points.

for

September

states,

Kennedy

beat

a

year

ago

how

and the exit polls has been
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Patti LaBelle — When A
Woman Loves -----------

“Soul” Cooking Could Be
Worth $50,000-----Hamburger Helper Dinners,
SuperMoist Cake Mix and

from the Soul will also donate

I recipes

Rich & Creamy Frosting.
Judging criteria are based on

charities. Betty Crocker and

SOUL

taste, creativity and how accu
rately your recipe celebrates
the traditions of African-

long record of commitment in

they’re going to get 150%. It’s
been that way ever since I

mer/fy

stepped out onstage for the first
time”.

from the

In addition to her amazing
career, Patti’s work as a
humanitarian is legendary. A
diabetic herself, Patti has

Perfect Pumpkin Pie
Prep Time: 20 minutes
meg
Baking Time: 50 to 55
1/2 teaspoon salt
minutes.
1. Preheat oven to 425°F. In
Servings: Makes one pie.
large bowl, combine all ingre

1 (9-inch) unbaked pie dients except pie shell; mix
shell
well.
1 (15-ounce) can pumpkin 2. Pour into unbaked pie shell.
(about 2 cups)
Bake 15 minutes.
1 (14-ounce) can Eagle
Brand Sweetened Condensed
Milk (NOT evaporated milk)
2 eggs

1 teaspoon ground cinna
mon

1/2 teaspoon ground gin
ger

1/2 teaspoon ground nut-

3. Reduce oven heat to 350°F.

Continue baking 35 to 40 min
utes or until knife inserted 1
inch from edge comes out
clean. Cool. Garnish as

Patti LaBelle

NEW YORK - “I still

the songs coincidentally mir

have so much more to do, so

rored circumstances in her
own life. “At the time that I

many other things to try. I have

a lot of blessings, a lot to be
thankful for... but I’m always
excited about what else there is
for me to do.”
It’s hard to believe that
such words could fall from the
lips of one of contemporary
music’s living legend. But
Patti LaBelle, soulful diva

nature of one’s friendships;
gender plays a laige role as
well. Men, for instance, are

say it is better to solve prob
lems by oneself than to ask for
help if you need it, compared

more likely to have a best
friend of the opposite sex than

to only 15% of women who
feel this way.

23%

of

women),

while

women are more likely than
men to seek friends who
“understand” them and in

whom they feel they can con

honor at the Sylvestri Compre

hensive Care Center at the

University of Miami.
A mother of three sons:

like ‘Call Me Gone,’ ‘Love
Will Lead You Back’ and
‘Time Will’ could apply to
whatever I was going through.

late sister, Jackie, Patti’s life

But we never sat down and

has been filled with triumph

and challenges, both personal
and professional. And through

Crocker “Recipes from the
Soul” cooking contest, contes

tants must submit an original
recipe that utilizes any Betty

tion’s only African-American
owned and operated circus;

range, refrigerator, dishwasher

and a washer and dryer, cour
tesy of Whirlpool Corporation.

and are partners with the mi

The third place prize winner
will receive a new range, also
courtesy of Whirlpool. Out of

nority-owned Glory Foods

25 national semi-finalists, ten

Mills are dedicated to doing
their part to establish health

Corporation.
Betty Crocker and General

finalists will be selected to tra
vel to the Betty Crocker

environments for growth in the

communities that they share.

Kitchens in Minneapolis, MN,

Crocker spoon branded prod

for a chance to compete for the

uct including Gold Medal

grand prize.
Betty Crocker Recipes

Hour, Bisquick Baking Mix,

Mills support the United Ne

Women And Minority
Business OWners Invited To
SPJC Meeting -- ------------- —

awards and accomplishments,

how to write my way and just

St. Petersbuig Junior College

Petersburg/Gibbs Campus,
6605 Fifth Ave. No.

Refreshments will be served.

she is constantly challenging

like me, she doesn’t hold any

the hearts of music lovers year

to meet purchasing directors

Speakers will discuss how

thing back musically.”

in and year out ‘T feel veiy

to become a college vendor,
how the bidding process

works; upcoming college con

herself creatively and artistical

ly. Such is proven on her first

Patti is the author of two

proud,” she says of her status

from several government
agencies and four nearby cdm-

release of the 21st century,

best-selling books - autobiog

as one of the world’s most

munity colleges.

When A Woman Loves. Unlike

raphy Don’t Block The Bless

beloved musical divas.

the nearly 30 albums she’s

ings and the 1999 cookbook,
LaBelle Cuisine: Recipes to
Sing About and starred in her
own prime-time television
specials and weekly television
series, “Out All Night”.
Her high-octane concerts
draw constant standing-room-

The gathering is from 5:30

evident than when Patti
LaBelle speaks of When A
Woman Loves, oi which she
laughs, “just could be the mon
ster album I’ve been waiting
for!” Whether she’s singing
full out on the ‘soft love’ ballad

For a reservation or more

celebrating. May you enjoy yours to

the fullest!...Happy Thanksgiving to

Opportunity Officer, at 3413261.
ABSOLUTELY
FBEI

• Free Name Plate
• Free Repair
• Free Cash oft
Coupons

DO LARLY CHRISTMAS
SHIPPING AND SAVE
UPTC62%

I

Why you deal with salesman

when you can deal with rully-

expeilericed Jeweler

(Raymond) from CHoago 111
We absolutely guarantee

quality service and product

CHICAGO JEWELRY

all!

Lecatsd at Southwest corner otWaten & Florida Aw.

In her usual candid man

Still Love You More,” Patti

&EADINGIS

ner, Patti also says that some of

ple come to see me they know

LaBelle delivers as only she

u VITAMINS ;

pure heart and soul.

for the

RCW Support Group

Psalms

Mack, St. Petersburg Junior
College’s Equal Access/Equal

struction projects and purchas-

...With love. Thanksgiving is a time
of sharing and caring, feasting and

call

information,

Let’s Open Our Hearts..,

“If I Was A River” or telling it
like it is on the soaring “I’ll

flmld# of USAFHhlon Mall) 813-833 7800

Beauty Palace

MIND

a

Shirley Brown-Stylist/Owner

PETERSBURG -

Thursdays at Resource Center

The Resource Center for

for Women, 1301 Seminole

On Mondays and Thurs
days, Support Groups will be

Women
Support Group
Schedule will be held on

Boulevard, Suite 150, Largo,
1:30 to 2:30pm

held at the Enoch D. Davis

Mondays for Parenting Thursdays for Women’s

Center, 11H 18th Avenue

Issues.

ST.

owners and their employees.

That pride is never more

only crowds even, she notes,
“when I don’t have a record on
the charts! I guess when peo

South, St Pete., from 6-8pm.

Barber Services • Hair Consultant
Services • Manicurist • Nail
Maintenance • Massage Therapist
* Skin Care & Make-Up
CALL FOR APPOINTMENTS • WALK-INS WELCOME

ATTENTION:
"Where Every Occasion Is A Special Occasion"

AUene Gammage-Ahmed
An Affiliate of

The Weekly Challenger
(727) 896 - 2922

WORK FROM HOME
Earn an extra $500 to
$1500 PT/Mo. $2000 to
$6000 FT/Mo.
801-325-5143

Monday - Saturday

Standard Hours
of Operation

727-827-3951
1717 1st AVE. N.
St. Petersburg

•Photography & Journalism
• Advertising

• Church & Business Functions

• Special Events

• Class & Family Reunions

women are also generally a lit
tle more willing to confide in
their friends than are men.

Forty-five percent of married

FAMILY EYE CARE

women admit there are things
they would tell their best friend

DR. DEBORAH FLANAGAN

spouse, while only 40% of
married men say the same.
Similarly, women seem moite
likely than their male counter

2000. The winning Contestant
receives a grand prize of
$50,000!
To qualify for the Betty

Crocker announces the 3rd

gro College Fund; sponsor the
UniverSoul Circus, the na

own businesses are invited to

fide (51% of women versus

that they would not tell their

spokesperson for the National

Betty

ness has ensured her a place in

41% of men).

According to the poll,

cipes from the Soul” cooking
contest through December 30,

and with two children of her

Men are also more likely
than women to seek friends

with whom they have fun
(38% of men compared to

Annual Betty Crocker ‘Re

Association.
She also served as the

pened that some of the songs

are women (28% compared to
21%).

who share their interests and

through the National Medical

cooking,

household name whose real

songwriter - Diane Warren.

parts to turn to friends for help;
nearly one-third of men (28%);

American

1-800-228-6200 to request one
by mail.
The second place prize
winner will walk away with a

discussed it. Diane just knows

Records is composed of tunes
almost entirely penned by one

Marital status is not the
only determining factor in the

of the traditions of African-

ical Education Scholarship
Fund that is administered

organizations.
Betty Crocker and General

es as well as educational
opportunities for business

recorded in various incarna
tions, (ip the ‘60s as leader of
Patti LaBelle & The Bluebelles; in the ‘70s with Labelle
and since 1977, as a soloist),
her ninth album for MCA

?ry or fawfy comfortable)

called The Patti LaBelle Med

million to African-American

at the Music Center on the St.

all of her many accolades,

70S

Your original recipe could be
worth $50,000! In celebration

pants may obtain an entry
form online at www.recipesfromthesoul.com or by calling

to 7:30pm (Thursday) Dec. 7th

gerator.
NOTE: Easy One-Bowl

Mow comfortobW ar« you discusilng
these subject* with your friends?

was recording the album, I was
going through a separation. So,
people may think Diane wrote
the songs about that. But she
didn’t know ... it just so hap

munity. Over the past year,
Betty Crocker and General
Mills have donated over $6

it all, she has emeiged as a

extraordinaire isn’t playing
when she says that Even with

MarS, Venus And
Their Friends

the American Diabetic Associ
ation. She has a foundation

bers of her family to cancer,
Patti’s tireless efforts resulted
in the dedication of a special
research laboratory in her

the African-American com

ST. PETERSBURG
Women and minorities who

desired. Store covered in refri

Recipe.

MINNEAPOLIS, MN -

and the National Cancer Insti
tute. Having lost several mem

General Mills, Inc., have a

American cooking. Partici

served as a spokesperson for

Minority AIDS Council’s
‘Live Long Sugar” campaign;

$50,000 to African-American

“From This Day Forward: An O.B.C.A. Brunch at
Christmastime”
Date: Sunday, December 10, 2000

BOARD CERTIFIED
OFTOMETRIC PHYSICIAN
■ Eye Examinations
■ Eye Diseases
■ Contact Lenses
■ Children's Vision
■ Vision Nutrition Therapy

Time: 10:00AM
Place: O.B.CA. Cathlean B. Ross Educational Center
3222 North 34th Street

"A Personal Touch from Caring Professionals"
We accept or match most

Tampa, Florida 33605
Phone: 813.248.5683 or 813.248.6053
(Directions are enclosed.)

Cost: Free!

Insurance Vision Care plans.
2914 FIRST AVE. NORTH

321 -6600

AMERICAN EXPRESS - DISCOVER - VISA - MASTERCARD • GIFT CERTIFICATES

Persons who plan to attend must RSVP by December 1, 200^ with \[s Dee Sweet
as follows:
Post Office Box 7099
Lakeland, Florida 33807;
or phone 863.646.7479 or 863.646.1662.
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Starting A Business Might
Easier Than You Thought!

Nursing Assistant

ST.

PETERSBURG -

mother-in-law answered his

he answered that his father-in-

Florida can help you start or

Recently a young man named
Alex came to the Working

phone calls. I asked if he need

law would be glad to help him

ed a warehouse. Alex replied

out.

expand your business with
business training, loans and

Capital Florida office asking
for a $15,000 loan to start a

that he didn’t need one because
he did the crating at the job site.

The result of the conversa

networking support You don’t
need credit or collateral, or a

business of crating fine furni

All this time I was trying to fig

tion was that Alex realized that
with business training and a

ture, antiques and art objects

ure out why Alex needed to

small loan he could buy busi

for the interior decorator trade.
He had been employed in that

borrow so much money. Even
tually he explained that he

field for ten years, the owner

wanted to buy an air nailer,

ness cards, brochures and
enough materials to get started,
and that it made sense to wait

collateral that counts at Work

had just retired and had closed
the business.

compressor and a generator.
So, I said, “I guess you

until his business grew and
became steady before he

I asked Alex if he had a
truck. He said he did and that it

six centers in South Florida to

already have more business
than you can handle with a
hammer and nails.” “No,” he

invested in the major equip

was paid for. Then I asked if he

needed tools and he said he
already had them. Then I
asked if he needed an answer

ing machine. He said that his

ment he originally asked for.

If you have a home based
replied, “I haven’t really gotten business or a skill or knowl
started yet” When I followed edge you can use to earn

corporation, or a business plan

to get started. Your initiative,
desire, hard work, and com
mitment to be in business is the
ing Capital Florida. There are

serve you. For the nearest
location call their toll-free line
1-877-722-4505

and check

out their website www.workingcapitalflorida.org.

with the question of who could money, and you are willing to
help him when he did get busy, start small, Working Capital

Affordable Housing
abled, senior, and single citi

than 900 Pinellas County resi

zens in low-to moderate-

dents attended free “Getting a

income households.
CSF assists more than

Mortgage” classes this past

4,000 families and individuals

year, which qualify first-time
home buying families for

each year with one or more

downpayment and closing

housing-related services. More

cost assistance. Also, CSF,

From Pg 1

owns or manages 76 rental
units for low-and moderate-

To find out more about
CSF "programs, services, or

income families, and offers
several housing programs

collaborative opportunities,
call the Executive Director,

assisting families wanting to
become homeowners.

Jerry Spilatro, at (727) 4610618.

From Pg. 1
When you see one of our
many trucks downtown or in
your neighborhood as it ser
vices the business community
by recycling paper, I hope you

too will think of Louise Gra
ham Think of the scores of

people that she has taken off
the streets, trained to be good

citizens, and trained to be
employed. Then, catch a
glimpse of the glory of what

Regeneration Center, or if you

hear our name, then please

are one of those 35 customers

accept our THANKSGIVING
for your support and encour

can be done when one acts on

or paper towels, or a volunteer
from USF or Eckerd College,

agement

or a packaging customer like
RXP, or perhaps someone who

generation Center is located at
2301 3rd Avenue South, St

thinks kindly of us when you

Petersbuig.

their love.
If you are one of the 350
customers who recycle your
paper with Louise Graham

who purchase our toilet tissue

The Louise Graham Re

E IBJBIBfBIBIBIBIBIBIBjBJBlEllBIBIBfBIBIBIBIBIBIBIBIBIBIBJBIBJBIBIBlEllBIBIBIBIBIBIBIBJBJEllBIBIBIBIBIBElBIBJBIBIBIBIBIBl E
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REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS
Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser
HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?
ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?

i

I

Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God Given Power to help you
overcome your problems no matter how big or small.

!

! She will fell you just what you want to know about friends, ene

i

All six graduates fully com
pleted nursing assistant and
home health classroom re
quirements and are awaiting
appointments to take their

gram Coordinator.
The main mission of this
program and Abilities as a
whole is to provide the training
necessary for those persons in

State Certification Board Ex-

need to attain self-sufficiency

The graduation program

was held at Saffron’s
Caribbean Restaurant and a

well as members of the com

ble for the Nursing Assistant

munity were present to honor

and Home Health Aide Train

the graduates. Certificates
were presented to the gradu

ing Program. The program is

ates by Mrs. Evelyn Gardner;

fits provided include trans

Chairperson of the Nursing

portation to and from classes

Division at PTEC and Mrs.

daily, GED training, and

Alma Kicklighter; Nursing
Instructor at PTEC. Special

employment placement assis

Keynote speaker was The

Honorable Judge Myra Scott
McNary, County Judge for the

i

i
a

to maintain steady employ

ment Anyone who is currently

a

a
1

a WAGES participant is eligi

I

free to participants, and bene

tance. Upon employment
transportation and a job coach

Sixth Judicial Circuit Presentations to all graduates, PTEC

pus.
If interested, contact either
staff and to Judge McNary your WAGES Career Coun
were made by Ms. Judith selor or contact Ms. Ada P. Oli,

Mauer WAGES/WTW man
ager, and Ms. Ada P. Oli, Pro-

Program Coordinator at (727)
327-3517.

Papers

From Pg- 1

I was having bad luck, mis

erable and it seemed like
everything was against
me.Just a few visits to Rev.
Mother Superior Williams
and now I'm doing fine with
a good home and good man
who loves me.

Leaving Your Job?
Retiring?
We can help protect your retirement plan money.
For more information, call today.

4

a

300 31st St. N.,
300 East Bldg.,
Ste. 525E
St. Petersburg, FL 33713

Miami-Dade/Broward/Palm Beach/Pinellas Counties
Sean D. Carter

Committed to your financial future.

ducted an exhaustive, 40-

eft the family when Norman
I was four years old, and the

month search to locate his
father. The men remained

ELECTIONS

wo did not reunite until Nor-

close until the senior Jones’

nan II was 25.
“It was my extreme desire

death in 1990. In his memory,
Norman II plans to establish a
media arts foundation for cul

woven to work. For a small love offering of
Vou will receive a candle burning prayer kit.
deliverance shouldn't cost a fortune.
slSrK • PO. Box 530715 . St. Pete, FL 33711

$500 - $2,000

ATTENTION

iut his father. The elder Jones

ding hundreds of dollars on so called psychics
ritual healers claiming they have the answer to all
roblems. Get what you want from God through
Tn and candle burning. These ntuals have

Business Loans

Financial Advisor

ST. PETERSBURG AREA BLACK
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

STOP!

Jump Start Your Business

WORKING CAPITAL FLORIDA

(727) 321-6593

RAYMONDJAMES

Norman Jones H, who con

tural and educational research.

Rev. Mother Superior Williams
3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609
(813) 874-5581

■ Hillary Williams

ions consultant, grew up with-

a shake his hand for the paricipation in my birth,” said

Don't fail to call or write to her today.
Send Self-Addressed Envelope

E IBJBJBlSlBIBlBElEUBlBlBlEBiBlBJBJBlBlBlSlBlBlBlBlBlBIBfBlBlBlBlBJBIBlBlBlBJBlBlBlBJBfBlBlBJBEJBlBlBlBJBElBlBIBlBl E

will be provided. All classes

are held at PTEC south cam

false; How to gain the love you most desire; Control or influence
the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell you of lucky
numbers. She has helped thousands through all walks of life. She
will advise on love, marriage, business, health, divorces, lawsuits,
luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells, success and evil influences of I
all kinds. Tells who your friends and enemies are. Guarantees to
remove all evil and bad luck! WHY SUFFER when you can be
helped and freed from all your troubles?

i

competitive fields and to give
them ongoing support in order

wonderful time was enjoyed
by all. Family and friends as

miies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true or

I

through employment, within

I

ELECTION DATE
NOVEMBER 30th, 2000 • 12:00 NOON
@ Business Development Center
1045 - 16th Street South, St. Petersburg
• General Board of Directors
• Executive Board
1) Chairperson
2) Vice-Chairperson

3) 2nd Vice-Chairperson
4) Treasurer
5) Secretary

I Press-Secretary

Those interested in any of the above positions should
forward their resume to the St. Petersburg Area Black
Chamber of Commerce Office ATTN: Wayne Rosier
(727) 894-8396, Chairperson of Nominating Committee, by
4:00 PM November 16, 2000. We encourage all members
to come out and participate in election process.

No Credit or Collateral

$3,000 - $25,000
For Expansion
with credit & collateral

If you have a skill
or an idea for a business
and want to be self-employed........

t f

Sfhkb 1-877-722-4505
FREE INFORMATION MEETINGS 6-7 p.m.

Miami/Dade

Broward/Palm

Pinelias

Miami

Beach

Hialeah

Ft. Lauderdale
Hollywood

Highpoint
Ridgecrest
St. Petersburg

Perrine

Business Training

Loans

Networking Support

Woridng Capital Florida la a private, nonprofit organization. wrtfns the community by promoting wif-ampioymant.

Find us on the Web at www.workingcapitalflorida.org
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Blacks

Omega Donates Scholarship
To USF Student-------------------

Deltas - 2000 Healthy
Breakfast With Santa

ST.

PETERSBURG -

ETA-RHO Chapter provided a
$500 Scholarship to Ms. Adri

graduate of Gibbs Senior High

Breakfast with Santa”. Our co

The location for this event will
be hosted at SPJC-Allstate

sponsors are City of St. Peters

ly, politically and socially. To

burg, St. Petersbuig Junior
College-Allstate Center, Pub-

that end, over the years we as a

Center, 3200 34th Street
South, St. Petersburg on

lix Supermarket, Kash n’
Karry #1724, Save-A-Lot and

health awareness functions,

Dunkin Donuts.

Delta Sigma Theta Sorori
ty is a public service organiza
tion Wat for years has taken an

Ray and Nancy Murray

CLEARWATER - Ray
and Nancy Murray have been

preneur since starting his own
bicycle repair shop as a teenag

December 2nd.
This years Chapter Presi-

named honorary chairs of the
2000, to be held Nov. 21st

and one of our strong holds has

dent-Sheryll Norwood, Event
Chairperson-Rosena
Ash-

been the Annual Breakfast

wood, Co-Chair-Kathy Mills.

borview Center in downtown

the three largest were particu
larly interesting to him Mur

Clearwater.

ray Boat Trailers (1951-1974)

The Murrays have lived in
Tampa and Clearwater for
most of their lives, raising two

was a pioneer in tire business
with the Murray lilt Trailer.
Specialty Maintenance &

sons and a daughter. An entre

Construction

organization have spearheaded

career fans, tutorial functions

with Santa.

This years breakfast will
be served from 8:30am until

For

more

information

please call 545-7279.

16th annual Festival of Trees

through 26th at the Har-

er, Ray Murray has owned 26

companies associated with 12
different industries. Of these,

District 21 seat voters put more
of a dramatic distance between
the two candidates, especially
in Pinellas precincts where

Talent Hunt, to be held in
South Florida in April, 2001.

district designation probably

tion in the early stages.
Miller took 74 percent of

had little to do with Welch get

the ballots in the 31 Pinellas

ting elected, according to Dar

precincts that are part of the

ryl Paulson, professor of gov
ernment at the University of

His vote count in Pinellas was

PLEASE
SUPPORT OUR
PAPER BV
SUPPORTING
OUR
RDUERTISERS

three-county Senate district.

South Florida. Paulson said

14,630 to Bradley’s 4,620

that Welch was the better can

which represented 23 percent

The

didate.
“He deserved to win be

“Another factor in his favor

total of 40,228 votes. Bradley

was that in this presidential

got 25 percent of the Hillsbor

election cycle, black voter par
ticipation was up substantially

ough votes with 14,713.
And in Manatee County,

than in 1996.” Statewide,
African American voting was
50 percent greater on Nov. 7

where a sliver of the district
runs, Miller took 5,087 votes
for 61 percent while Bradley

than four years ago.
District 7 is one of four

won 2,974 representing 36

single-member districts voters

percent Kim Coljohn, a candi

phone industry in its Tampa,

narrowly approved in a
November 1999 referendum

date with no party affiliation,

Dallas and California plants.
Mr. Murray owned control of

that expanded the commission
from five to seven members.

votes in the three counties.
Miller was among the

the company from 1984-1997
and in January 2000 he sold

Three of the seats are at-large

new legislators who were
sworn in on Tuesday in Talla

his final interest to Emerson

Paulson said that one

hassee. He joined two other

Electric.
“We’re expecting more
than 20,000 children and

good tiling about the single

bay area black elected officials

member district is that it gives
candidates a greater opportuni

going into the 2001 Legislar

adults to attend this year’s Fes

ty to “run a low-budget grass

won the House District 55 seat

tival,” said Ray Hoopes. “In

roots campaign in a smaller

for St Petersbuig, and Tampa

addition to the designer-deco
rated trees, gingerbread cre

area than having to run county
wide” to get tiie attention of

attorney Arthenia Joyner who

ations and hand-crafted deco

about 900,000 potential voters.

59 seat in Tampa.

won 3 percent or less of the

districts.

tore - Frank Peterman Jr., who

takes over the House District

rations, we’ve expanded the

children’s activities. Festivalgoers will find more trees, larg

Let’s Open Our Hearts...

er train displays and lots of

...With love. Thanksgiving is a time of sharing and earing,
feasting and celebrating. May you enjoy yours to the
fullest'...Happy Thanksgiving to all!

delightful new entertainment.

(1983-1986)

There’s a reason

Bh grandkids are something else. Always

asking for more fresh-squeezed

■

t

orange juice. Thai’s wh\ my

they call rr

■

refrigerator is alwats stocked

'-**■------

yulh Publix Premium Orange
But e thal s 100% pure. I

,

wouldn't lhiuk of giving ihem
than juice freshly squeezed
from delicious Florida oranges, the

sweetest ted juiciest.

it takes just
eight ounces bf Pu blix

Premi u m Orange

Juice to give the recommended dose
of vitamin C plus fiber and minerals.

Those active little bodies need all that!
Whether you’re fixing a special

treat like Citrus Terrine, or just want

to brighten up your breakfast, lunch

or dinner, Publix Premium Orange
Juice is always a real sweet treat.

Have I got’T

a sweet treat

for them!

minority

lots cast in 86 precincts in
Hillsborough County for a

date.” Paulson said Monday.

i

the sweetest granny!

former

leader in the state House, Mil
ler won 70 percent of the bal

cause he was the better candi

assembled parts for the tele

environment in which we live
more productive educational

missioner.
The race for the Senate

But the single-member

phone Services, Inc., of Flori
da (TSI) manufactured and

breakfast this year. Theme
Delta’s - 2000 “Healthy

northwest section of the city.

Miller had little name recogni

the ground support system for
NASA’s LETF station. Tele

St. Petersburg Alumnae Chap
ter presents it’s 9th Annual

earn $74,249 as a county com

person can be and was elected.

built many strategic parts of

11am The event will run from
8afn - 12pm Funds are used to
benefit Delta’s programs and
all other community services.

surrounding unincorporated
Pinellas County around the

Adrienne will also repre
sent the Fraternity at its District

Festival Of Trees Announces
2000 Honorary Chairpersons

active interest in community
service. Its ideals are based
upon the premise ofiservice to
others in order to make .the

Welch, a senior accoun

tant with Florida Power, will

tered voters is black, it is con
sidered a minority majority
district, from which a black

is majoring in Music and Psy
chology at U.S.F.

ST. PETERSBURG-The

compasses Kenneth City and

Although only 20 percent
of the district’s 132,700 regis

enne Miller. Adrienne a 2000

Adrienne Miller and John Wooten

from pg. 1

j
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Shear Essence

GIVING

TOTAL HAIR CARE
Extension Weaving and Braiding

328-7189
328-7289

Professional Hair Care Products

DESIGN

You Can Find These Products At These Locations:

WAVE

3425 22nd AVENUE SOUTH
ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33711

BYDESIGN

C aria's Hair Ah air
321-6802
Yogi's Hair Si unit)
328-1900
Bngfia’s Haik Safari

WOODIES
HAT BOX

655 Central Ave.
Phone 823-0823

323-4840
C & C Haik Di.ska
447-3090

jkkiisrK Hmk Fashkjn

Crlativl-N-Sdll

321-4840

321-9322

A-Quitn Beauiy
Salon

327-5241

I

TUES.-THURS. 9 AM-10 PM
FRI. 9 AM-9 PM • SAT. 7 AM-8 PM
— WALK-INS WELCOME -

Ceniir Stage Unisex Salon

327-4074
Hi-lln's Beauty Salon

327-5182

Robiri's Hmk Sai on

Emerald City

866-7070

447-4548

AND
gj

I

(727) 419-1509

b
E_____________________ ______________________
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North Central Florida
Society
In
Ocala
by
Florence
Williams Ray
THANKS TO YOU

As we approach the close

gency Services.
***

of another year, with its high
accomplishments and its fore

ACCEPTING

cast of still great things to

APPLICATIONS

FYLF

come in the new year, I would

Applications are being

like to express my appreciation

accepted for toe Florida Youth

and, gratitude to all our readers

Leadership Forum in Tallahas

who have supported our

see on July 12-15,2001.

efforts in providing the best

Upcoming high school

YOU CAN HELP

tion, has announced toe imple
mentation of toe Wanderer’s

The Ocala Foundation
School, a non-profit second

Identification Program, de
signed to help law enforce

chance school in partnership
with toe Marion County

If interested, call Renea at
(toll free) 877-822-1995.
*

ment identify where they live,
and reunite them with their

School System, seeks mentors
to help students get up to grade

The Marion County Unit
of toe Center for Independent

caregivers.
Anyone providing care to

level.
Volunteers are asked to

Living is in need of volunteers
for various activities. If you

an Alzheimer patient or some
one who suffers from a mem

assist students in grades sixth,
seventh and eighth to prepare
them to successfully re-enter

have a little free time, this is an

ory disorder is encouraged to
obtain an application and

lectures to speak and encour
age those with special needs.

Marion County Sheriff’s Of

ment.
If interested, call Dan at

Other talents are welcome.
Please, call Denise at 629-

369-4040 and leam how you

8840.

fice, Walgreeris Drug Stores or
toe Marion County Alzhei

mer’s Group.
For more information, call

Lt Denise Deen at 732-9111.
***

Creative person who is
willing to tackle toe walls of

GREETINGS

CITIZENS ADVISORY

toe Children’s Visitation Ro
om at toe Department of Chil
dren and Families is needed.

found in the main stream
media.

egates to toe forum Applicants
must demonstrate leadership

Seemingly, it was just yes

skills, participate in extracur
ricular activities, community

seeking people to serve on a
citizen’s advisory task force to
help toe city in applying for

TASKFORCE

Community

ment officials. Applications are
available by calling (888) 838-

new year, that has been rich in
professional growth for all of

2253, or by visiting toe Able

view.
Those interested are asked

Trust website at wwwabletrust.org/whats-happening-

to call toe city clerk’s office at
245-4976 by 5pm November

html. Applications are due

29th.

ORGANIZATION

in our endeavors and we are '

PLANS HOLIDAY BALL

service organization, is doing

We are so thankful for your
input and we’ve tried to meet

an excellent job of helping toe
needy, toe elderly and youths

every challenge presented to

in our community. They are

us in providing the best cover

asking you to help them make

age of events for you. You
have stood with us and

a difference in toe community
by supporting their second

inspired us to increase our
vision and to accomplish

annual “Holiday Ball” to be
held on Nov. 24th at toe Amer

numerous

ican Legion Bldg., in Ocala.

desirable

goals. You dared us to dream

start toe holiday celebration by

bless you and our best wishes

joining Omni Legacy and Sam

will go with you throughout

Cornell of Magic 101.3 on Fri

toe year.

day, from 9pm - 2am The
location is NE Sanchez

giving!

Church just completed a suc
cessful week of celebrating toe
Pastor and First Lady Third
Anniversary as reported by
Sister Barbara Edwards.

Chairperson of the Pulpit Aide

Ministry. The Reverend Doc
tor and Sister Cecil Wilson
assumed toe pastorate of
Mount Olive three years ago
after an exhausted search for a

Greater Friendship Missionary

FL. Presiding was Bishop
Leonard Smith, pastor of

Baptist Church, Daytona
Beach, FL. Presiding was toe

Fountain of Life Ministries,

Reverend Danny McKenzie,

Crystal River, FL.
On Tuesday, toe Messen
ger of toe hour was toe Rev
erend Johnnie B. Adams, pas
tor of Second Baptist Church,
Dunnellon, FL.
On Wednesday, toe Mes
senger of toe hour was toe

Reverend Carl Gadson, pastor

pastor of, St. James Mission
ary Baptist Church, Bushnell,

FL.
A banquet honoring toe
first lady, Sister Mary Wilson,

was held on Saturday with a
dynamite keynote address
being delivered by Sister Bren
da McKenzie, of Greater

Friendship Missionary Baptist

was toe Reverend Leroy
Jones, pastor of Greater ML

Presiding was Sister Sandra E.

11am service where the Mes
senger of toe hour was toe

Cannel Missionary Baptist

sionary Baptist Church, Madi

Church, Inverness, FL.

Reverend Doctor Eugene F.

On Thursday, toe Messen
ger of toe hour was toe Rev

son, EL.
“A spiritual filled fun week

Sunday, Nov. 12to with toe

Broxton, pastor of New Zion
Missionary Baptist Church,
Ocala, FL. Presiding was the
Reverend Benjamin Snowden,

burg, FL.
On Monday, toe Messen

ger of toe hour was toe Rev
erend Michael Warren, pastor
„of First Bethel Missionary

of five members and two alter
nates. Applicants must live
within toe city limits of Belle

Baptist Church, Dunnellon,

of Antioch Missionary Baptist
Church, Sparr, FL. Presiding

new pastor.
The week began on Mon
day, Nov. 6th and ended on

pastor of Mount Sinai Mis
sionary Baptist Church, Lees

Church, Daytona Beach, FL.
Monlyn, of Bethlehem Mis

was had by all who attended

erend Michael Murphy, pastor

and we look forward to next

of Bethlehem Missionary
Baptist Church, Ocala, FL.
Presiding was toe Reverend

year’s event,” stated Deacon

David Houston, pastor of New
Salem Missionary Baptist

hearty thanks to all whom

Church, Holder, FL.
On Friday, toe Messenger

tion.

Ocie Edwards, Jr., toe Program
Committee Chairman. A
made this a successful celebra

of toe hour was toe Reverend
John McKenzie, pastor of

7 Our hope for creative living...lies in our ability to reestab
lish the moral ends of our lives in personal character and

READ A NEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY

social justice."

-Martin Luther King, Jr.

YOU’LL FLIP.

HOME EQUITY LINES
WITH NO PAYMENT FOR
6 MONTHS.

For a small fee you can

and we are grateful! May God

Do have a Blessed Thanks

OCALA - The Mount
Olive Missionary Baptist

Omni Legacy, a non-profit

fid New Year.

other

Nov. 30th.

Mount Olive M.B. Church

NON-PROFIT SERVICE

gree of growth and excellence

looking forward to a success-

and Robin and Terry Williams,

development
The committee will consist

Thanksgiving holidays and
begin to look forward to the

December 8th.
***

Nov.
24th;
Lashonda
Edwards, Nov. 25to; Robert

Block Grants for economic

business people and govern

encouragements, our organiza
tion has attained a great de

An “Artist” or wannabe is
asked to paint a mural on toe

Happy birthday greetings
go out to Elese Hollomon,

Development

age concerning your commu
nities, cities, state, nation and
the world. As we enjoy the

You!” Due to your loyalty,
suggestions, criticisms and

can help.

BIRTHDAY

The city of Belleview is

us, I would like to say “Thank

***

*

abilities will be selected as del

involvement and academic
achievement
Delegates will meet with
disabled community leaders,

opportunity to share with those
with disabilities. Needed are

positive and creative improve

juniors and seniors with dis

face the task of providing for
you the very best news cover

toe public schools, focusing on

some very special children.

authorization form from toe

new coverage concerning you
(as a people) that is not easily

terday that we started out to

wall, to brighten the lives of

Alzheimer’s Family Organiza

Avenue (just beyond toe City

CHURCHES UNITE

FOR
THANKSGIVING
SERVICES

Members of four churches

Auditorium). You must be 21
or over. B.Y.O.B.

Tickets can be purchased

«-s «•

from Beverly at Cox Cable or
call 732-5383.

and one synagogue will come

TAKE STOCK IN

together this Thanksgiving

CHILDREN TO

Eve to worship and fellowship

RECRUIT MEMBERS

at Temple B’nai Darom, locat
ed at 49 Banyan Course, off

program that provides mentors

Take Stock In Children, a

Baseline Road, in Ocala. Wor
ship begins at 7:30pm, and all

and scholarships for at-risk stu

members of toe community

Nov. 30th for people interested

Open a Home Equity Line of Credit, get what you want

area invited.

immediately with no payments required for the first

Since starting six years

in becoming mentors.
The meeting will be from

ago, toe gathering has grown

5:30pm - 7pm at toe Marion

each year. This year 15 houses
of worship will come together

County School Board office,

for toe ecumenical service.

Take Stock In Children needs a

The beginning churches are:

man and a woman to volunteer

Fort King Presbyterian with
The Rev. James R. Bullock,

as mentors at North Marion.
The program Will sign up

pastor, New Zion Missionary
Baptist Church with Rev. Dr.

more students throughout toe
county.

dents, will host a meeting on

512 S.E. Third Street, Ocala.

E.F. Broxton, pastor; Mt.

Mentors typically commit

Moriah Missionary Baptist

an hour a week with students.
The student must maintain a

Church with Rev. Dr. Lorenzo
Edwards, pastor, St George
Anglican Church with Bishop
Art Rushlow, and Synagogue
Temple B’nai Darom with

2.5 GPA, stay out of trouble,
attend classes regularly and
stay off drugs. Students who
meet toe requirements are eli

Rabbi Harold S. Jaye, Spiritual

gible for prepaid college or

Leader.
The worship service is

vocational scholarships.

seen as a great opportunity for

For more information, call
369-2173 or 369-2174.

people of different denomina
ALZHEIMER’S

tions to mix socially and on a
spiritual level. The service will

GROUP OFFERS

include music common to all

WANDERER’S

toe participating faiths. After

ID

toe service, there will be fel
lowshipping and light refresh

The Marion County Sher

ments and an offering will be

iff’s Office, in cooperation
with toe Marion County

received for Inteifaito Emer-

Alzheimer’s Group and toe

J

RATES AS LOW AS

six months.' Plus, ask about our no closing costs or
fees’ and easy access to your money with a Platinum
At any branch,
www amsouth.com or
1-888-IN-A-SNAP

MasterCard®. So, waste no time—visit us at any

branch, www.amsouth.com or call (-888-IN-A-SNAP.

AmSouth bank
THE

RELATIONSHIP PEOPLE’

) AmSouth Bank. Member FDIC.’I. Interest will accrue during the six-month period. 2, APR is currently as low as 9.50% (as of 8/31/00).and may vary.The APR is based on the Prime rate plus a margin. The Prime rate is merely a reference rate and is not necessarijy the best or lowest rate available. The APR for your line wijl be based on several factors, including your'credit history, and may be higher than the rate set out above. The maximum APR is- 18% in all markets except FL where fois 17%. 3. AmSouth may pay
your dosing costs and fees. Closing costs are estimated to range between $300 and $1,500 depending on the amount of your home equity line, and may be waived based on line amount and initial advance. If you repay more than 25% of the amount initially advanced
oh your, home equity line within 90 days, the portioh of your closing costs paid by AmSouth will be charged back to your home equity line. The annual fee of $50 is waived aslong as, you make at least one advance per year on your account; Offer and rates are " a ■
-/subject to change without notice. Subject to credit approval. Consult your tax ac(visbr about the deductibility of interest. If applying by phone or Internet. 30-minute approval is valid Monday through Friday. 8 a.m, td 5 p.m., Saturday, 8 a.m. to I p'm (CST) lender

HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY: Our Newest Location: South Tampa, 51 15 South Dale Mabry,Tampa 813-805-7338 • Bell Shoals, 3522 Beil Shoals Rd., Valrico 813-643-1303 • Brandon Town
Center, I 1314 Causeway Blvd., Brandon 813-643-2212 • Carrollwood, 13944 N. Dale Mabry.Tampa 813-962-2704 • Downtown Tampa, 100 N.Tampa St.,Tampa 813-226-1 100 • New Tampa
8805 New Tampa Blvd..Tampa 81 3-977-1760 • Palma Ceia, 3902 Henderson Blvd..Tampa 813-254-6071 • Temple Terrace, 10904 N. 56th St.,Tampa 8 I 3-984-7771 • Town & Country 10109
W..Hillsborough,Tampa 813-249-6030 • University of South Florida. I I 804 Bruce B. Downs Blvd.,Tampa 8 I 3-979-7026 • Waters Avenue, 6297 W. Waters Ave.,Tampa 81 3-249-1338 • West
Shore, 4404 W. Kennedy Blvd.,Tampa 81 3-281 -271 I ~ SOUTH PINELLAS COUNTY: Bardmoor, 9701 Starkey Rd., Largo 727-392-1207 • Dolphin Village, 48 I I Gulf Blvd., St. Petersburg
727-367-7891 • Downtown St. Petersburg. 260 First Ave. S„ St. Petersburg 727-823-0133 - Gateway, 8250 Ninth St. N., St. Petersburg TU-Slb-1194- Gulfport, 5728 Gulfport’ Blvd Gulfport
727-381-0304 • Isla Del Sol, 5901 Sun Blvd. S./St. Petersburg’727-864-6007 • Mid City, 3463 22nd Ave. N„ St. Petersburg 727-328-0412 • Northeast, 3505 Fourth St N„ St Petersburg
727-822-6454 • Oakhurst Plaza, 9398 Oakhurst Rd., Seminole 727-593-3958 • Pinellas Park, 4325 Park Blvd., Pinellas Park 727-547-1525 • Seminole, 7800 I 13th St. N Seminole
727-397-1491 • South Pasadena, 6800 Gulfport Blvd. S„ South Pasadena 727-384-3 166 - Tyrone, 3399 66th St. N„ St. Petersburg 727-381 -0901 ~ NORTH PINELLAS COUNTY- Belle ‘
Bluffs, 2845 W. Bay Dr., Belleair Bluffs 727-586-5210 • Belleair-Highland, 1500 Belleair Rd., Clearwater 727-449-0518 • Downtown Clearwater, 400 Cleveland St., Clearwater 727-467-1001"
Dunedin, 1042 Main St., Dunedin 727-736-1995 • East Lake Woodlands, 3 I 32 Tampa Rd., Oldsmar 727-786-0707 • Enterprise Road, 3021 Enterprise Rd. E„ Clearwater 727-669-6250
Gulf-To-Bay, 655 S. Belcher Rd., Clearwater 727-796-0522 • Harbor Oaks, 604 E. Druid Rd., Clearwater 727-298-0815 • ICOT Center, 13501 ICOT Blvd., Clearwater 727-524-7898 • P I
Harbor, 33805 U.S. Highway 19 N„ Palm Harbor 727-787-7820 • Safety Harbor, 601 Main St., Safety Harbor 727-725-2541, • Sunset-19, 2551 Sunset Point Rd., Clearwater T)J-~1SG 0L96
Tarpon Springs, 40786 U.S. Highway 19 N„ Tarpon Springs 727-934-5786 • Tri City Plaza, 5200 E. Bay Dr., Clearwater 727-535-5527 - PASCO COUNTY: Embassy Hills 6424 F b
Blvd., Port Richey 727-848-6666 • Gulf Highlands, 7512 State Rd. 52, Hudson 727-861-3620 • Holiday, 2338 U.S. Highway 19, Holiday 727-937-5173 • Hudson, 14212 US ’Highway0]^N^
ghway
Hudson 727-86 I-2944 • Seven Springs, 4010 Little Rd., New Port Richey 727-376-1799 ~ CITRUS COUNTY: Beverly Hills, 3860 N. Lecanto Hwy, Beverly Hills 352-746-2221 °
/
•.
• Homosassa,
4556 S. Suncoast Blvd., Homosassa 352-628-3276 • Inverness, 301 U.S. Highway 41 S., Inverness 352-726-9022 - HERNANDO COUNTY: Brooksvill
e, 1290 S. Broad St.,
Brooksville 352-796-5106 • Spring Hill, 1500 Pinehurst Dr., Spring Hill 352-683-6385 ~ POLK COUNTY: North Lakeland, 4300 U.S Highway 98 N„ Lakeland 863-816-8886
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NorthCentral FlorTda^J
Ocala
News
by James Thorpe

MB

Any individual wishing to per

form at the park should contact
Tina Greene at 873-6377 or

Wanda Walker at 368-5952,
(vendors) James Thorpe at

cess. Please make checks
payable to the M.L.K Com
memorative Commission.
Remember, this is a com
munity effort!
ROOSEVELT DAVISON

AND THE SPIRITUAL
AMBASSADORS

12TH ANNIVERSARY

On Saturday, Nov. 25th at

Dr. Fred Maeweathers, Sr.
DR. FRED
MAEWEATHER

of West Highway 40 and
Southwest 80th Avenue. This'

“You’re Invited” Rev.
Harold Damon and the public

road has been renamed to Dr.

relations committee of the 2nd
Bethlehem BaptistAssociation

invites you to the Ribbon Cut

ting and Unveiling of the Sign
ceremonies on Sunday, Nov.
WINTER BOARD
MEETING

Fred MaeweatherAvenue.
Attendees: Mayor Foster,
Congresswoman Karen Thur
man and other dignitaries.
Bring your cameras for this
historical event.

Yours in His service,

Emmett L. Thompson.

FORGBC

Greetings to you, my

ANNUAL VETERAN’S

Brothers and Sistas in Christ!
As we continue to reach our

DAY CELEBRATION

KING, JR.

Tickets.

7-8:15am: Breakfast
8:30-9:30am: Executive

COMMEMORATIVE
COMMISSION

The Dr. Martin Luther

joy or sorrow grown; First the

As you know, lamb, or
mutton, can be prepared in

tery biscuits and peach cob
bler. Beyond the hoopla - all-

From centerpieces to cran
berry sauce; string beans to

participate. They can set the
table or lend a helping hand in
preparing a dish.
•Finally, after you’ve toiled
over a hot stove for most of the
day, take time to relax, reflect

blade, and then the ear, Then
the full com shall appear;
Lord ofheaven! Grant that we

many different ways. Your

Wholesome grain and pure

Howard High School will be
sponsoring a day cruise on

maybe.
For the Lord our God shall

of potato soup or cream of

Dec. 21st Everyone is invited

come, And shall take His har

broccoli soup, as well as fla

to sail.
We will leave Ocala at

vest home; From His field

7:30am and return by 6:30pm.

offend that day; Give His
angels charge at last In thefire

vored with smoke additives
like hickory, mesquite, or the
things that suit your fancy!

CLASS OF 1970

, The Class of 1970 of

If you would like to cruise with
us please contact any class
member or call Patricia

Bernard Jones at 629-6930 or
Sharon Mitchell Francis at
867-5233 or 867-0038.
Everyone is welcome. We
.peed to hear from you by Dec.
5th.

HOWARD ACADEMY
CLASS OF 1950

to come and join us as we are

(Graham) Simmion

Please let us hear from

you. This month only, we will
meet Sunday, Nov. 26th at
5pm at the home of Edna Sim
mion, 524 S.W. 12th Avenue.

shall purge away All that doth

the tares to cast; But the fruit-

fid ears to store In His gamer
evermore. Amen.
These verses are very

powerful and very appropriate
at all times, but especially at

Thanksgiving!
For dinner on Thanksgiv
ing Day, I like to feature wild,
game meats, duck, venison,
Cornish hens, and lamb. I usu
ally prepare the Cornish hens

according to the specifications

on the package. However, with
a duckling, I season inside and
outside with maigarine, salt,
pepper, poultry seasoning, and

roasting, thoroughly fill the
body cavity with an apple

sauce-crushed pineapple-black
raisin mixture. In the center of
this fruit stuffing, I plate a

From December on, we

small onion, quartered, and a

will meet the 3rd Sunday of

red apple quartered. That Way
the flavor of the fruits and gar-

each month at 5pm.

Masons Elect
New Officers
For 2001 —-----

King, Jr. Commemorative
Commission has met and

Crystal Lodge #156, Most

CRYSTAL

-

RIVER

Brother

Marion

Carl

begun plans for the 16th Annu

Ancient and Honorable Frater

Boatwright, Sr., Junior Dea
con.

President’s Special Assistants:
This meeting is a MUST! We

al Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

nity, Free and Accepted
Masons, P.H.A., Crystal River,

Brother Willie Cleveland,
Tyler.

need to evaluate our account
ability to the total Laymen’s
Movement (changing of

15th, 2001.
Plans next year call for an

FL held its annual election on

entire weekend of events. This
will provide an opportunity for

Elected to lead the new
administration is Deacon Ocie

more community participa
tion. Activities include our
Prayer Breakfast, a Gospel

Edwards, Jr., 32°, Worshipful

you to take this matter under

your consideration and guid

ance.
9:35am: General Body

Explosion, church program,

Thursday, Nov. 2nd.

Master. The new administra

tion consist of the following:
Brother

Patrick

O.

Planning for the State Conven

the parade and the main event

tion (Pensacola, FL), Appoint

at the Dr. Martin Luther King,

Barfield, 32° , Senior Warden.
Brother
Dexter
B.

ment of New Officers, State

Jr. Complex. More informa

Franklin, Junior Warden.

President Meets with All Dis

tion will be available as time

trict Presidents.
12:30pm: Lunch
I need your presence in

draws near.

we are making a special plea

laige numbers. My goal is to
enroll 201 new members for

courage your members to par

the year 2001. With God’s help

ticipate in these activities.

and our working together, this

Churches, clubs, and oiganiza-

. vision can become a reality.

As Pastor of your church,

to you to announce and en

tions are being invited to par

that can be used with venison

TRIP

Board Meeting. Attn: Vice

responsibility, etc.). I admonish

Venison, or deer meat, can

STERLING CASINO

Presidents, Secretaries, Fin
ance Committee, Deans, and

Day of Observance on Jan.

minimum, serving classics like
peach cobbler and sweet pota

casseroles, soups, or whatever.

Post 210 Bro. Eugene Poole.
MARTIN LUTHER

pull out these special items.
They’re the perfect anecdote
for mealtime conversation,

tares together sown Unto to

meat being prepared. Before

chase Breakfast and Lunch

oven and serve!

help us celebrate. Please come!

Thorpe (352) 629-2948.

Association, Officers, Mem

Thanksgiving is a good time to

to pie.

orange or duck sauce. It must
be one that compliments the

bers, Ushers, and Choirs) Pur

crusts. On the big day, just pop
these prepared, items in the

conjuring up good times from
the past and present.

622-8914, Ruby (Love) Cros-

by Bro. Spencer White.
Remarks by Commander

since members of your extend
ed family have visited,

candied yams, homemade but

key, (352) 622-3911 or James

Word of Thanks was given

cheese or homemade pie

can be crushed into your stews,

normally choose one with an

Gainesville, FL.

advance such as macaroni and

dinner table. If it’s been a while

praise to yield; Wheat and

(352)

rahome, FL (Palatka) Contact:

family treasure chest grace the

thing you need to make this
holiday tradition a special one.

tion to smell the familiar aro
mas of turkey and stuffing,

mation you can contact Edna

Sgt, 301st Field Hospital,

is fully stocked with every

•Cook smart, not hard!

is Juniper berries! Whole ones

seasoned salt There are vari
ous glazes on the market but I

Charlie Lawson, Retired 1st

Many foods can be prepared in

own field, Fruit unto His

Poem was read by President of
the Women Auxiliary, Sis.

The Speaker was Bro.

tage silverware, plates, linen
and other tableware from the

N.W. 4th Street
‘
The public is invited to

month. If you need more infor

Retired 1st Sgt, Tampa, FL.

once again to gather and cele
brate Thanksgiving and Kmart

stuffing and maybe one or two

your foods! A wild seasoning

son and Bro. James Thorpe.

was by Bro. Herman Edwards,

“new” items.

ofharvest home.
We ourselves are God’s

union.
We are meeting once a

Alice Burton.
Introduction of Speaker

using old family recipes. Vin

associated with the season is
Thanksgiving. Yes, it is time

all-time

niversary at the Theological
Seminary, located at 1205

by Bro. Roosevelt/Sis. Davi

Where: The Florida Gen
eral Baptist Retreat, Flo-

Times:
7am: Registration (District

ing temperature charts (usually
uncovered at 375 degrees) and
voila!

cheese, candied yarns and

arrived and the holiday most

Prepare

Be creative! Have fun with

planning our 50th Class Re

Mrs. Mary L. Archer, Putnam
Hall,FL (352) 473-3972.

come, Raise the song of har
vest home! All is safely gath

Bake according to correspond

favorites such as macaroni and

buiger or chunked for a stew.

Butter. Welcome and Occa

AGENDA
Date: Saturday, Dec. 2nd

ground flavor to the glaze.

quantity.

Thanksgiving revolves
around history, heritage and
heirlooms. Dinner is prepared

temple, come, Raise the song

I would like for any and all

calling as Christians.
WINTER BOARD

andGeoigeElvey.
Come, ye thankful people,

Americans have grown up.

in the air meaning fall has

supplied' Come to God’s own

members of the Class of 1950

must march forward with our
eyes on the prize of our high

meat and provide a back

OCALA - There’s a chill

will celebrate their 12th An

was the opening song. Scrip
ture and Prayer by Bro. Alfred

mate goal (Mission, Educa
tion, and Evangelism). We

nish will permeate through the

K-Mart Helps You
Prepare For Thanksgiving

and the Spiritual Ambassadors

order for us to continue to

sion by Bro. Tyler. Selection

“Come, Ye Thankful Peo

ple, Come” by Henry Alford

Happy Thanksgiving and

many blessed returns!

be ground and used like ham-

over the program. “America”

us to be, I need your loyal sup
port if we are to reach our ulti

Here’s A Song
For The Season:

cane.

provide For our wants to be

Movement As you know, in

grow and be a strong move
ment as the Lord would have

I

chew on sections of real sugar

at 6pm, the Roosevelt Davison

Florida General Baptist Lay
men, Ushers, and Choirs’

like to take this time to person

ally thank each of you for the
wonderful support given to We

By Daniel Banks

desserts, children might like to

6pm, and on Sunday, Dec. 3rd

The American Legion Post
#210 and its Auxiliary held
their Annual Veteran's Day
Celebration at the Oaktree
Palace in Blichton, FL on Fri
day, Nov. 10th at 7:30pm.
Ernestine Porter presided

objectives and goals, I would

» / n&

ered in, Ere the winter storms
begin; God our Maker, doth

26th at 3pm at the intersection

AVENUE

Light
Of The
World

tact Wayne Little at 622-5471.

629-2948.
We also ask for donations
in order to make this day a suc

(T'SS_____
FESTIVE* " * VW'
♦ *■„ 11 :

would complete the theme!
In lieu of mountains of

ticipate in the parade. Those
who are interested should con

Brother James Logan, 32°

Past Master, Secretary.
Brother Daniel W. Sawyer,

Treasurer.
Brother Randolph Mike,

Brother William L. Robin

son, Jr., 32° , Past Master,
Trustee (3).
Brother James W. Key, 32°
Past Master, Trustee (2).

For many African-Ameri
cans, the Thanksgiving meal is
a very special holiday. Every
one has waited with anticipa

hit holiday

stuffing; your local Kmart is

movies and shopping Thanksgiving is about families

gestions wherein lamb stew

your place for one-stop
Thanksgiving shopping. Put

and giving thanks. Families

can be thickened with cream

ting together a feast of this

from near and far join together

cookbook offers splendid sug

Besides the traditional
turkey and ham, tailor your
Thanksgiving to your needs
tod desires. Fish marinated in
Old English beer before frying
gives it a nutty flavor and
adding slivers of almonds

day

football,

magnitude is no picnic, but
at the dinner table, facing life with a little advance planning
and growing in strength tod in and a lot of help from Kmart, it
love.
can be easier than you think.
The 1997 autobiography Here are a few tips to make
film Soul Food, was about the planning stress-free and fun!

importance of family and the

massive Sunday afternoon
dinners prepared and served
by Big Mama and the Joseph
girls. It is with similar values
that the majority of African-

•Make a list and check it
twice. Two and three trips to
the store can be nerve-racking.
•Keep it Simple. Enjoy the
quality of the food, not the

•Keep the desserts to a

•Get help! Let the children

and of course, give thanks

Kmart Corporation serves
America with 2,163 Kmart,
Big Kmart and Super Kmart
stores. In addition to serving all
50 states, Kmart operations
extend to Puerto Rico, Guam
and the U.S. Virgin Islands. To
locate the Kmart store nearest
you, call 1-800-866-0086

The Florida Lottery
Crazy 8's,
Highball Pool,
Weekly Bonus 2000
and Treasure Hunt
Scratch-Off Games
end November 24.

Brother Lawrence Cresswell, 33°, Past Master, Trustee

d).
Anyone interested in be
coming a member should con

tact any member of the Lodge
or Worshipful Master Ocie
Edwards, Jr., at (352) 795-

The Crazy 8's, Highball Pool, Weekly Bonus 2000 and Treasure Hunt

0114. Meetings are each 1st

tickets must be redeemed by Tuesday, January 23,2001. Prizes less than

Scratch-Off Games officially end Friday, November 24, 2000. All winning

and 3rd Thursday of each

month.

Senior Deacon.

NEWS DEADLINE IS 4PM MONDAY

$600 may be redeemed at any Florida Lottery retailer; prizes $600 and
over must be claimed at a Florida Lottery district office.

Florida Lottery,
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CHALLENGER
SPORTS
Rays Host Thanksgiving
Dinner For Local Shelters

African-American
Press Needs Sports
Advertising, Too!

How To Keep Your
Young Athlete
Healthy And Fit —
a bad experience. There are
structural and physical devel

by Norman E. Jones, Jr.
ST. PETERSBURG -

All major sports teams

ORLANDO - In today’s

have millions of dollars in their

America’s Black Press is one

advertising budgets. Major

age of health and fitness, more
and more kids are involved in

of the nation’s oldest minority
communications
outlets.

publications receive millions
of dollars to print schedules

sporting activities. Although

taken into consideration before

being part of a football, soccer

children undertake certain

However, these publications

and special athletic promotions
while the black newspapers

or Little League team is an
important rite of passage for

sports.”
Highly competitive sports

receive no advertising rev
enues.
The colleges and profes

many children, parents and

such as football, gymnastics

their children could be over
looking the importance of

and wrestling follow rigorous
training schedules that can be

sional teams should advertise
•in the black press for several

proper nutrition and body-con

potentially dangerous to an
adolescent or teenager. The

continue to be ignored by vir
tually all sports institutions
when it comes to advertising
sporting events.
There are over 220 weekly

African American newspapers
in America today. This media

ditioning needed for preven
tion injuries on and off the

reasons. Many black sports

opmental issues that need to be

best advice for parents who

playing field.
“The majority, if not all,

have young athletes in the
their bodies and to leam to pro

are advertised in the black

sports are good, provided that
the child prepares appropriate

press.
Another reason is it's

ly,” said Dr. Ken Dougherty,
president of the Florida Chiro

country. The cross-bearer of

good business to promote

African Americans is the

upcoming sporting events
in the black newspapers
because of the current life
of each publication. Black

practic Association (FCA).
“Without proper preparation,
playing any sport can turn into

is the second most important
institution for blacks - the
church being the most impor
tant. Without black newspa
pers, blacks would be the least
informed ethnic ‘group in the

Black Media.

It is the responsibility of
the Black Press to detail
important events and activities

fans read black newspa

pers' sporting events.
Decisions to attend events

family is to help them prepare

tect themselves from sportsrelated injuries before they
happen.
For more information on
chiropractic contact the FCA

web site at www.fcachiro.oig.

E.Y.U. Pushing
On With Help

that directly affect the daily life

newspapers are read by
virtually
all-household

of America’s most powerful
and visual minority population

members. One newspaper
usually has 3 to 7 readers

from their own point of view
and interest. Although African

each week, sometimes in

infancy is now working out of
the Olive B. McLin Center

It” or was that Michael Jor
dan? Anyway, they both did it

American media publications

group sessions.
A bonus reason for

thanks to Daphne Miller and

in Professional Basketball and

have - and continue to - make

advertising in the black

their staff focusing on of

Mr. Green says tha, the slogan

major contributions to keep

newspapers is it's also a

our At-Risk-Youth.

applies to anyone with a dream

this country at the top of the
free world, they continue
to be shoved on the back

great community-relations

burner when it comes to
receiving advertising dol
lars..,-especially from
sports programs.

local African-American
community and the use of
their entertainment dol
lars.

There is void when it
comes to advertising sporting
events in the black weekly

ST.

Everyone’s Youth United in its

the Rays hosted a Thanksgiv
ing Dinner at Tropicana Field

for approximately 300 resi
dents of three area homeless

tool. It shows an apprecia
tion of, and respect for, the

I

Keeper, Your Place and New

and Volume Services aided in

Frontiers.

preparing toe food.

The Rays players and
employees served the food.

Pictured above are (left to
right) pitcher Doug Creek,

TAMPA-Players Inc. and

989 Sports announced plans
for the 989 Sports NFL Players
Party, the “Official” Party of

WATER!!

If You Think You Have

A Good Story or Article

Dunn (Tampa Bay Bucca
neers) and Tony Siragusa (Bal
timore Ravens), will feature

largest sanctioned event during
Super Bowl weekend, to be

hundreds of current and for
mer NFL players, allowing
fans to mingle with their

Friday, January 26th through

Sunday, January 28th, 2001.
The 989 Sports NFL Players

Weekly ffijallenger

Rams), Daunte Culpepper
(Minnesota Vikings), Warrick

the NFL Players, and second

held at the Cuban Club in His
toric Ybor City in Tampa, FL,

- Please Send lt To

Party, hosted by Derrick

Brooks (Tampa Bay Bucca
neers), Isaac Bruce (St. Louis

favorite pro football stars.
“The 989 Sports NFL
Players Party is the premier
event of the year for toe NFL
players,” said Gene Upshaw,
chairman of Players Inc. and

executive director of the NFL

Players Association. “Not only
will they take their helmets off
and show the fans who they

really are, but they will also

give something back to the
host city Tampa through
and

school

community

events.”

10 bass weighing 26 pounds, 2

the bass are using deep water

15-ounce largemouth. Several

rel Robertson of Jay, Okla.,
who claimed the richest prize

ounces.
Both

bass over 6 pounds were

in bass fishing history last
November at Cypress Gardens

Hutchings are keying on off

as cover.”
In the Co-Angler Division,
George Anders Jr. of Pineville,

shore structure in deep water. .
Hutchings is using a Carolina-

LA., leads the field with a twoday total of six bass weighing

spots in the Pro Division were

rig, while Robertson and com
pany are casting crankbaits.

13-14.
Big bass for the day in the

“There is nothing for fish

Pro Division went to Eddie

Hackney of Oak Ridge, La., in
fourth with 22-7 and Hugh

lenge on the Winter Haveri

to hold on in the lake,” said

Hall from Porum, Okla., for a

Crumpler III, in fifth with 21-

Chain of Lakes.

Hutchings, who placed a call

9-pound, 12-ounce largemouth that earned him $750.

2.

Millennium, will lead the top

10 pros into semi-final round
at the EverStart Series Chal

and

weighed in.
Rounding out the top five

Chip Harrison of Bremen,
Ind., in third with 25-15; Greg

Finishing the tightly con
tested opening round in second

to his sponsors asking them to

majority of his bass on Lake

send more baits to replenish

LuLu within 100 yards of

his dwindling supply. “There is

Big bass honors in the CoAngler Division and $600

where he won the Millennium

some grass along the shore

went to Russ Lauffer of Little

Angler Division were Lonnie

line, but Wat is about it. I think

ton, MASS., for a 7-pound,

Fuller Jr. of Hemphill, Texas,

caught

and $600,000 cash. As might

through fifth place in the Co-

ball greats in free competition
on 989 Sports’ NFL Game
Day 2001 for the PlayStation 2
computer entertainment sys
tem. Party guests may also

With some positive people

and vision including our

now sharing the dream and

youth. The Thursday class and

vision they continue to be a

autograph signing is just a
kickoff for E.YU. who was

positive force in our communi
ty for our youth. On Thursday,
Nov. 30th at 6pm, they will be

hosting the Basketball legend
Darryl Dawkins better known
as Chocolate Thunder who
will be visiting the Olive B.
McLin Center where Every

blessed to be picked to be the
chanty organization foy the
(Get Downtown Street Festi
val) on Central Avenue
between 2nd & 3rd Street the
following evening, Dec. 1st.
The festival theme will be a

Motown review with feature

play pool and shoot hoops

one’s Youth United meets on
Thursdays and Saturdays and

with their favorite NFL play

like other concerned volun

ers, while enjoying live con

teers he will facilitate a life

Maya’s School of Beauty
Fashion Show.

artists,. and will also include

skill/success class to let the

Of course Mr. Dawkins

ers Party will be the place for
fans to interact with pro foot

chance to win tickets to Super

kids know the do’s and don’ts

will be on hand at the festival

Bowl XXXV!

and the keys to becoming

also.

ball’s hottest stars and get free

For further information

responsible and successful in

There is also a Christmas

autographs and photos. Those

contact Chartese Booty, Play

in attendance will also have an

ers Inc. (202) 496-2885 or

life. He will then stick around
for awhile signing autographs

party being put together for
needy kids and their families

opportunity to challenge foot-

Laurie Winkles, Hill and

and telling everyone why and
how he is now coaching our

that will be held at Lake Vista
Community Center on Satur

new Bay area ABA-2000 pro

day, Dec. 16th on the South
Side where there will be free

Knowlton (813) 221-0030.

with 13-2; Wesley joumert of
Hot Springs, Ark., with 13-0;
Clay West of Griffin, Ga., with
12-15; and Scott Sanders of

Division, which also featured
150 competitors, will collect
$10,000 cash and an Evinrude-

Cataula, Ga., with 12-15:
The winner of the 150-

boat

angler Pro Division will take
home $25,000 cash and an

Evinrude-powered Ranger
Comanche fishing machine.
The winner of the Co-Angler

the

Robertson

tact Rick Vaughn, (727) 8253242.
/

course

told him after seeing the dream
and vision of E.Y.U. “Just Do

certs, fashion shows, and a

The 989 Sports NFL Play

Robertson Leads In $300,000 Bass Challenge

when he won the Ranger Ml

For more information con

In Ybor City For Super Bowl Weekend

SAVE

Robertson

Hatcher.

NFL PlayerS And CelebritieS To Party

publications.

WINTER HAVEN-Dar

PETERSBURG -

or Johrison-powered Ranger

NEWS
DEADLINE
IS 4 PM
MONDAY

fessional Basketball team (The

ThunderDawgs).

food, toys, giveaways, and

Tearing down basketball
goals is old news for Choco
late Thunder and now he is

entertainment, including some
Semi-Professional Wrestling

Matches.

We wish you all a blessed
intending to tear down the bar
riers for all people to be a part Holiday*"

of something tremendous. Mr.

For information or getting
Eric Green Founder & Presi- involved and supporting our

dent of Everyone’s Youth efforts call (727) 510-4946 or

United, Inc., said Mr. Dawkins 426-1369.

What Do Dwight Gooden & Hall Of
Famer Willie Stargell Have in Common?

be expected with a field of 150

• "Free Full Service Car Wash with Oil Change"

boats fishing, the relatively
small chain of lakes, he was
not alone.
“I ran my batteries down

just trying to get away from
guys so that I could cast,”
Robertson said after weighing

in five bass that tipped the

scales to 15 pounds, 5 ounces.
The limit boosted his two-day
total to 10 bass weighing 27

pounds, 15 ounces.
In contrast, Taylor Hutch
ings of Phoenix caught five

• Custom Waxing & Detailing

"carwash)

220 ■ 34th Street North, St. Petersburg

DETAIUNG
CENTER

327-1900

SINCE 1958

8:30 to 5:30 Monday - Saturday

74|
FULL
"FRESH 1
THE
SERVICE
WORKS! 'N SHINE"
CAR WASH
SAVE S2<K> SAVE $2“ SAVE s2°° SAVE sl°°

FULL
SERVICE OIL
CHANGE

30 pt. Oil Change &
Safety Check

Includes Oil, Filter,

ounces from a spot that he says

Lube, Visual Inspect., -

ing’s impressive catch secured
him the No. 2 spot going into
action with a two-day total of

• 24-Hour Self-Service Car Wash

(QUIKLUBE)

bass weighing 17 pounds, 10

he had all to himself. Hutch-

• We Wash Vans & Pickups Too!

PLUS “Free Full Service

Car Wash”

*25.99

Plus. Tax • (Reg. $27.99)
Coupon EXPIRES 12/01/00

Car Wash, Blue Coral.
1000 Tri-Foam Wax System,
Under Chassis Spray &
Rust Inhibitor, Wheel Brite,
Armorall Tires, &
Air Freshener

FULL SERVICE
CAR WASH
Polish Wax, Blue
Coral. Poly Sealant, Air
Freshener, & Wheel-Brite

14.00 ! $ 11.50
Plus Tax • (Reg. $16.50)
Coupon EXPIRES 12/01/00

Plus Tax • (Reg. $13.50)
Coupon EXPIRES 12/01/00

Soft Cloth Car
Wash, Vacuum
Interior, Windows
Cleaned, Dash
Dusted, Exterior Towel
Dried & Detailed

$8.95

Plus Tax • (Reg. $9.95)
Coupon EXPIRES 12/01/00

At all 7-11's, ECKERDS, PUBLIX, KASH'N KARRY,

WINN-DIXIE & DISCOUNT AUTO Stores!
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Prayer Service Held For Frank Peterman, Jr.---------

.... MMjgJipgqB *

ST. PETERSBURG Friends, well-wishers and
family members attended a

»

spirit-filled evening with Frank

W. Peterman, Jr, recently at
Bethel Community Baptist

Church to pray God's blessings
as he prepared for the Nov.
21st swearing in ceremony in
the state capitol and the begin
ning of his work in the Florida

"

legislature.

A broad, cross-section of
the community came out to

wish We newly-elected State
Representative God's bless

ings. Rev. Manuel L. Sykes,
pastor of Bethel Community
Baptist Church, was worship

leader for the service. The oc
casion was given by Minister
Robert Vinson of Bethel Com
munity.
Minister Shirley Thornton

sang "How Great Thou Ait"

and the congregation com
bined their voices in the famil

iar hymn "We've Come This
Far By Faith".
Rev. Alvin Miller, spiritu
al mentor and friend to Frank

Peterman, Jr, gave blessed
words for the journey ahead.
He encouraged Peterman to
continue to lean on the Lord
for guidance so that he can di

rect his path in legislative is
sues. He cautioned the State
Representative, who is also a
minister, not to veer from the
Christian instruction he has

received all of his life.
Minister Robert Vinson

led the guests in prayer for

Peterman as they formed a
prayer circle that enclosed Pe

terman and his wife June,

along with his three children,
Frank Winston Peterman, ID,
who is 8; Sydnee Paige Peter

man, 4; and Jordan Achon Pe

terman, 2 years old. Also
included in the circle were
Peggy Peterman and Alma -

and Sam Kicklighter.
Rev. John Copeland, pas

tor of Macedonia Freewill

Baptist Church, also prayed for
Peterman. St Petersburg City
Councilmembers attending the
praise and prayer session in
cluded Mayor David Fischer

and three of Peterman's col

leagues, St Petersburg City
Council chairperson, Larry

Williams, Council Chairper

son Bill Foster and Jay Lasita.
After the benediction, wellwishers and guests enjoyed a

reception in Fellowship Hall of
good conversation and good

food.
Minister Frank Peterman

1

is the first black St Petersburg
City Councilmember to be
elected to the Florida Legisla

ture. He was elected to City

Eat Combos During This Si

Council in 1997. Peterman
held positions of vice chair of

COMBO #1

the Enterprise Zone Develop
ment Agency and chairman of

the

City's

3 Pcs. Dark Chicken
1 Sm. Okra or Fries
1 Lg. Soda

co-sponsorship

BURGER BUSTER MEGA
DEAL - COMBO #2
1 Big Red Double Cheese
1 Lg. Fries • 1 Lg. Soda

events sub-committee. He was

$3.99

also appointed to the St Pe-

$4.99

Mixed 50$ extra - White 50$ extra

Add 50$ for Bacon

tersburg/Clearwater Conven
tion and Visitors Bureau

1 Little Red Cheeseburger

LUNCH SPECIAL
COMBO #4

June, an Eckerd Pharmacy
Manager in the Northeast
Shopping Center, traveled

1 Sm. Fries
1 Lg. Soda

1 Big Red Burger
1 Sm. Fries • 1 Med. Soda

$2.99

$2.99

with their children to Tallahas

Add} 50$ for Bacon

Cheese 25$ extra - 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Board.
Peterman and his wife

see for the Nov. 21st swearing-

ADD 50tf for SHAKES on All Combos

in ceremony.

Have A

Safe

CANDIDATE PUBLIC FORUMS

Hot Wings To Spice-Up Your Life.
The public is invited to meet and ask questions of ail interested
candidates for appointment to St. Petersburg City Council.

& Happy
Thanksgiving

From Our
Family To

Yours

Gizzards For Your Choice Of Finger Foods,

District 1 Applicants

District 6 Applicants

Monday,

Tuesday,

November 27,2000

November 28,2000

at 7 p.m.

at 7 p.m.

Forums held in Council Chamber, City Hall, 175 Fifth Street N.
For more information, call 893-7483

Get The Chicken Of Your Choice At The Price You Like.

All specials end at 11 P.M. except where otherwise stated. No substitutions on any specials.

"WHERE YOUR DOLLARS MAKE SENSE"

1701 16th Street South
St.
Open 10:30 am until 3 am in the morning
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THANKS TO VZHIGH SPEED INTERNET ACCESS \ZV0ICE MAIL v/CALLER ID,

YOU JUST OPENED ANOTHER SATELLITE OFFICE.

l/l/e put together the

world’s most powerful technologies in ways that help you do whatever you want, whenever you want.
Visit verizon.com. How to get life done.

verbon
©2000 Verizon Communications
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ENTERTAINMENT
Annual Holiday Concert

Christmas
Graft Festival

TAMPA - The acclaimed

based music educational orga

Tampa Bay Children’s Chorus

nization under the direction of

ber, Tiffany Lu.
Opportunities for children

NEW PORT RICHEY -

Variety is the key with the

presents its Annual Holiday

Dr. Averill Summer, Artistic

to join the Tampa Bay Chil

Looking for new gift ideas this

wide array of crafts on exhibit.
One can expect hand-made

Concert on Friday, Dec. 8th at

Director and Founder. The

dren’s Chorus are available.

the Tampa Bay Performing
Arts Center, Ferguson Hall at

program will include a diverse
selection of traditional holiday

Auditions are now being held

items including paintings,
ceramics, woodwork, photog

songs, including a beautiful
arrangement of Auld bang
Syne with its three-verse text
wntten by Robert Bums, and

interested families with chil

dren in grades 1-12 are encour
aged to call (813) 988-8936,

For ticket information and
general seating, call (813) 988-

8936, ext. 3.

holiday season? Want a better
way to shop for unique pre

sents without the hassle of

raphy, beaded jewelry, creative
clothing, stained glass, metal

7:30pm.
Featuring children from
throughout
Hillsborough,

Christmas Craft Festival on

sculptures and so much more.
The Garden and Gourmet

Pasco, Pinellas and Polk
Counties, the concert will

Saturday and Sunday, Decem

Marketplace is another special

highlight the four choirs that

some international carols, one
of which will feature 12-year

ber 9th and 10th.

feature at this debut craft affair.

make up this community

old violinist and chorus mem

crowded malls and shopping
. centers? Then you won’t want
to miss the New Port Richey

Locals and tourists of the

This section will offer home

New Port Richey area will be

made jams, jellies and spices

delighted by nearly 100
exhibitors displaying their

and flowers, plants and gar

hand-made crafts. Delicious
food pavilions, live, musical

craft exhibits, festival-goers
will be entertained by live

activities and a parade are also

musical performances daily.

included in this holiday craft
affair, making it fun and enjoy

This year’s show will be
enhanced by steel drummer

able for the entire family.

Doug Walker, guitarist Pat

Show times are from 10am

Surface and Indian sitarist

until 5pm daily, and admission
is free!

Steve Mikes.
The New Port Richey

“This is not your typical
craft festival,” said Helayne

Christmas Craft Festival is
located in downtown Sims

Stillings, the event coordinator.
“These crafters were hand

Park and is free to the public.

chosen to participate. We

5pm both Saturday and Sun

looked for unique and creative

items that are not typically
found in an outdoor craft
show.”

Show times are from 10am to
day, December 9th and 10th.
For more information,

please call (813) 962-0388 or
^954) 472-3755.

Murder Takes
The Stage
CLEARWATER - Once
again the Countryside High

School Drama Department is
preparing another entertaining

We guarantee you an
evening full of laughter and
suspense as you join us for this
lively who-dunnit,

SiIver Springs* Festival
Of Lights
SILVER SPRINGS - A
lighted boat parade, celebrity

lights, dozens of lighted arch

Festival of Lights from 5 to

ways and topiaries, and fancy

appearances and church choirs

holiday displays such as
angels, ice skaters, life-size

7:30pm in the Springside Mall.
The menu will include roast

singing traditional holiday
songs will be among the night
ly highlights of Silver Springs’

deer and 15-foot-tall nutcrack

turkey, baked sugar cured

ham, cornbread stuffing,
mashed potatoes and gravy,

8th Annual Festival of Lights

er soldiers.
The Festival’s

nightly

green beans, tossed salad, rolls

this Yuletide season. Presented

entertainment program will

and butter, assorted pies and

by Ocala Electric Utility, Silver

begin at 6:45pm with local TV

Springs’ Festival of Lights will

news anchors, radio DJs, com

cakes, coffee and beverages.
All prices are per person plus

munity leaders and celebrities
reading the famous Christmas
story, “Twas The Night Before

order.

Springs’ 8th Annual Festival of

mystery and... a little murder!

You may also pay for and
pick up your tickets in advance

Lights will be an 18-story-tall
Christmas tree. This towering

olers in Victorian-style cos
tumes, Silver Springs’ shops

if this is more convenient

will offer unique holiday gifts,

9pm during Festival of Lights
(Dec. 1-2,8-9, and 15-26). The

specialty food items will be
available at booths throughout

annual Silver Springs OnePass
includes all special events and

the park, and Santa Claus will
hear every child’s wish list

concerts.

college student and true crime

We hope to see you again

structure will offer a special
walk-through feature where

stories addict, against a cast

this year at our exciting season
opener.

guests can center the inside of
the tree and look up to view

characters where her role is to

Thank you for your contin

55,000 lights converging 180

discover which of them mur

ued support. The Countryside

feet overhead. The tree will be

dered the glamorous and
detested star, Hazel Laverne.

High School Drama Depart

turned on at dusk along with
more than a million twinkling

ment.

Christmas,” to children in the
audience. Choirs from various
Central Florida churches and

schools will present a musical
program at 7pm, and a Lighted

Boat Parade will cruise up the
Silver River at 8pm. In addi
tion, there will be strolling car

through Christmas Eve.

Also, a Holiday Buffet will

be served each evening during

tax,
Silver Springs is home of
the world famous Glass Bot
tom Boats and other attractions
include the Jungle Cruise, Lost
River Voyage, World of Bears,
Panther Prowl, Big Gator

Lagoon, Doolittle’s Petting
Zoo and live animal shows.
The park will be open from
10am

to

PETERSBURG

Thursday

For more information con

cerning ticket prices contact
Silver Springs (352) 2362121.

delights by students from Bay
Park Elementary School and

“The Night Before Christ
mas”, by the St. Petersbuig
Petite Little Theatre. Light
refreshments of cookies and
punch will be served as the cel

young at heart, beginning with

ebration concludes.
“Our auxiliary began this

Santa’s arrival at 6pm in St.

program to honor our friends

Anthony’s Community Park,

and loved ones during the hol

1200 Seventh Avenue North,

iday season,” said Ruth Bums,
SL Anthony’s Hospital Auxil
iary. “Each light on the Love

(directly across from the hospi
tal). A program of musical and

Community

members

may recognize loved ones
with three lights for a mini
mum contribution for green,
red, gold and white lights. All

proceeds support the efforts of
St. Anthony’s Auxiliary.
Guests also may contribute to
the evening’s giving spirit by
donating a can of food or non-

perishable item for families in
need. For more information
about this event, call (727)
825-1100.

Ruth Eckerd Hall Ranked
Fourth Highest Grossing
Theater In The Nation-----Amusement Business, the
international live entertain
ment and amusement industry
news weekly has ranked Ruth
Eckerd Hall as the fourth high
est grossing venue in the

nation with capacities of 5000
or less (Sept. 11th, 2000 issue).
Ruth Eckerd Hall was also
recently listed as one of the top
ten concert venues in the

nation by Facilities & Event

Management, another national
industry trade publication
(August/September
2000
issue).
“It is a fantastic feeling to
be recognized nationwide,”
said Robert Freedman, presi
dent and CEO of the facility.
“We are coming off of a terrif

This is not the first tim
Ruth Eckerd Hall has bee:

recognized for its sales. L
1998, Ruth Eckerd Hall wa
ranked 5th in the nation for to]
grossing theaters by

Perfot

mance Magazine.
According to the Amuse

merit Business article, Ruti
Eckerd Hall has sold in excess

ic season where we sold out
40% of our shows! And this

of 90% paid capacity for its

year seems to be off to a great
start as well.”

performances since January 1,
2000.

Nite Riders Van Club
Annual Christmas Ball
ST.

PETERSBURG -

This year the Nite Riders
Christmas Ball will be on a dif

of the Nite Riders Van Club.
We wish you a Merry

Christmas and we hope to see

you at the Ball.

ferent date and at a different
location.

da schools.

school seniors and juniors who

selected for their personal

FSDB Senior Brandy Wilson

‘The Dance Troupe” is

will comprise the 2000-2001

qualities of leadership, spirit

of St. Petersburg has beert

comprised of students who are

Varsity Cheerleaders. She is a

and adult role model potential

selected to be among 24 high

mainly Deaf/Hard-of-Hearing.

peer leader whose contagious

for younger students.

school juniors and seniors who

The show they present is com

enthusiasm is responsible for

make up the performing arts

plete with costumes and props,
with popular music and Spe

promoting

group called “The Dance
Troupe”. The students travel

cialty choreographed ’jazz

cially at competitive sports

throughout the state givingfree

‘50’s numbers.

events.

school

performances to community

.The varsity cheerleaders

and civic groups, and at Flori

selected to be among six high

are a hand-picked group

THE WEEKLY
CHALLENGER

2500 Dr. M.L. King Street, St. Petersburg, FL 33705

MAIL SUBSCRIPTIONS
$30.00 - Yearly • $15.00 - 6 Months
Name
Address.

State

Zip Code

Phone

Is this a renewal?___ If so, who is your carrier?.

Due to the rising cost of printing,
Carrier Delivery will now be:
1 Year-$18.00

6 Months - $9.00
Make checks payable to: '©lje

©tiaUenger

It will be on December 9th
at 8pm and will be held at the
University of South Florida

Activities Center, located at the
comer of 2nd Street and 6th
Avenue South, St. Petersburg.

Music will be by DJ Fox.
Bring no alcoholic beverages,
Beer and spirits compliments

spirit

among the student body, espe

Brandy has also been

City____

5pm

through Sunday, and 10am to

St. Petersburg Teen Selected For
Dance Troupe And Cheerleading
ST.

magical . evening
offers joy for the young and

CLEARWATER

727-736-0220 to place an

full of colorful and suspicious

loving, sharing and remember
ing.”-

This

us for a little comedy, a little

new show pits Mitzi Bond, a

at 6:30pm, featuring choral

12th.

iday hustle and bustle and join

This fast-paced, exciting

Light Tree represents a gift of

Celebrate the season with a tra
ditional evening of Christmas

iliary presents the 17th Annual
Love Light Tree Lighting Dec.

Reach.
Take a break from the hol

phone in your orders for your

theatrical entertainment begins

caroling and community spirit
as St. Anthony’s Hospital Aux

convenience, and pick up your
tickets at the Reserved Ticket
Window at the Box Office by
calling 727-725-7956 ext. 163
between the hours of 9:30am
through 4pm. Or you may call

You may, once again,

PETERSBURG -

ST.

also offer a giant 180-foot -tall
Christmas tree, more than a
million twinkle lights, dozens
of neon displays and strolling
costumed carolers each even
ing from dusk to 9pm on Dec.
1-2,8-9 and 15-26. In addition,
Santa Claus will be at the Fes
tival through Dec. 24th.
The centerpiece of Silver

show that is sure to please our
faithful audience members. On
November 30th, Dec. 1st and
2nd, we will be presenting the
mystery/comedy
Murder
Takes The Stage by James

ext 2 for more information.

Love Light Tree Shines At
St. Anthony’s Community
Park---------------------------------

dening items.
In addition to all the fine

entertainment daily, children’s

for the Spring semester, and

You can find The Weekly Challenger
at the following locations:
IN TAMPA
• Big John Bar-B-Q on 40th Street
• Bar-B-Q King, Hillsborough Ave. & 34th St.
• Marrison Drugs, 34th Street
• Jackson Foods, 34th Street
• Cole Barber Shop, 3407 E. Buffalo Avenue
• College Hill Drug, 22nd Street
• Lee Davis Center, 22 nd Street
• Tampa Urbalb League, Tampa Park Plaza
• Bar-B-Q King on Main Street
• B-Beautiful Beauty Salon, 3222 34th Street
N., 248-5683
• Cicily's Beauty Supply,,2301.Hillsborough
Ave., 238-0351 .
• Manilla Lounge, 7th Avenue
• Grace's Lounge, Albany Avenue
• Boogie's Lounge, Main St. & Howard Ave.
• Tampa Housing Offices, College Hill
• Howard's Barbershop on Main Street
• Best Bros. Grocery & Deli, Howard Avenue
& Chestnut Street
• Amoco Gas Station on Nebraska & 7th Street
• Orient Meats on Orient Road
• Continental IGA Food, 22nd Causeway Blvd.
• Kilbride Insurance orf Nebraska
• Cicely's Beauty Supplies, Palm River Plaza »
• Rent Club, Palm River Plaza
• Pal's Pre-School, Palm River-Plaza
• Tampa Hair on North Florida
• Golden Comb on Main Street
• Johnnie's Barber Shop, Main Street
• 7-11, Temple Terrace Highway
IN CLEARWATER
• Charle's Barbershop, 1405B N. Myrtle Ave.
• B&T Dept. Store, 1841 Highland Ave. N.

• A&A Cafeteria, Greenwood and Carlton
• Delric's Seafood, 1616 N.'Ft. Harrison Ave.
• Eva's Beauty Box, corner of Greenwood &
Carlton Street
• John's Barber Shop, 1400 N. Greenwood
Ave.
• Nick's Econo Mart (5. Missouri Ave. &
Woodlawn)
• Ozzie's Palace of Beauty
• Grande Monde, 1841 ’Highland Ave N., Suite 3
• Ebony City, 1841 Highland Ave. N., Suite 1
• MVJ, 1409 N. Betty Lane
• Wendy's Palace, 1411 N. Betty Lane
• Evans Cosmeteria, 1706 N. Fort Harrison Ave.
• Hairealistics, 1405A N. Myrtle Ave.
• C&C Hair Design, 702 Greenwood
• Condon Gardens Housing Authority
• MaccaBee’s Restaurant & Lounge
•Safehouse, N. Betty Lane
• Ross Norton Recreation Center
. • Winn-Dixie, Highland Plaza
• North Greenwood Library
IN LARGO
• Baskin Cleaner, 1317 Baskiin Dr.
• Hair Is It, 11447 Ulmerton Rd.
• Helen Hair & Beauty Supplies, 11461
Ulmerton Rd.
• Baskin Cafe, Baskin Drive
• Helm & Sons Cafe
• Rudy's Rib Shack
• Handy Corner Foods, 2325 119th St. N.
• Joe's Mobil Station, 11301 SW Ulmerton
Rd. & Ridge Rd.

Front Porch Community and Council Meeting,
Thursday, Nov. 16th, 7pm, Campbell Park Rec.
Ctr., 601 14th SL &
,
For more info, call 826-9774.
• 'The Eckerd Celebration of Lights" Show
opens Friday, Nov. 17th, 5:30pm, IJSF Tampa
Campus, and runs through Jan. 7, 2001.
• Sigma's Annual Read-A-Rama, Saturday, Nov.
18th, 1:30pm, Enoch Davis Center, 1111 18th
Ave. So. For more info, call 321-1550

• Tellabrationl 2000, Saturday, Nov. 18th,
10am-5pm, England Brothers Bandshell, 8050
51st St. N., Pinellas Park. Call 546-0731.
• Turkey Basket Give-Away, Monday, Nov. 20th,
11am, Tne People That Love Mission, 817 Fifth
Ave. N. (Must sign up before Nov. 20th.)
For more information about Community
Billboard, call us at (727) 896-2922
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Emmanuel Christian
Fellowship Church

Prayer Tower Moore's Chapel Bethel A.M.E.
Rev.
Phillip
Bell
in in
charge.
Rev.Marcus
MarcusBurke
Burkeandand Mose
Mose
Phillip
Bell
charge.

service. The church is located

the 11:30am worship service,
there will be a celebration of

at 1137 37th SL So., SL Peters
burg.
Prayer Tower C.O.G.I.C.
will be having its annual

the 80th Church Anniversary
and a community appreciation
day. Music will be provided by
the Sanctuary Choir and

Thanksgiving service on Nov.

speaker will include newly

23rd at 7:30pm We invite
everyone to come and experi

elected Pinellas County Dis
trict 7 Commissioner, Kenneth
Welch, and Senator Leslie

ence the outpouring of the spir
it of God, as we give GOD
thanks for all he has provided

Miller, District 21. Evening

for his children in the year

services will begin at 6:30pm
Elder Clarence Welch,

Pastor, and the members of

Prayer Tower extend a warm
welcome to everyone in the
community to join us in this

2000.
Prayer Tower Praise Team
will be furnishing the music
and the annual sermon will be
given by the pastor of Prayer
Tower, Elder Clarence Welch.

Wednesday at 6pm for the

Psalms 100:4
The pastor, his ministerial

blessings come down.
We solicit the payers of

Christmas Program Parents

staff, and members of Em

the saints for our new building.

please send or bring your
child/children to practice.
The Christmas program
featuring the Youth of Bethel

jmanuel, wish everyone a
happy and joyous Thanksgiv

Our prayers are with the
Range family and the Gant

ing. And may God’s richest
blessings be with each of you,

family. And our deepest sym
pathy
goes out to the

will be Sunday, Dec. 17th at

is our payer.
We invite you to share in

Fuller family in the loss of then-

ly welcome you to their ser

sent and on time. For trans
portation contact the Trans

Family was appointed a new
pastor, during the post confer

will be confirmed and conse

portation Ministry.

ence planning meeting, in
Jacksonville. The Bethel fami

vice.
The youth practice each

Services/Meetings/Rehearsals

delivered by guest minister

Noon Day Prayer Service,

Rev. Shelda Dorn Herring,

Wed. 12 noon.
Bible Study/Prayer Ser

ter Dorothy Hardy as Pastor
and First Lady of Bethel. A

vice, Wed. 7pm.

reception will be held follow

who is the Pastor of St. James
A.M.E. Church, Memphis,

On Sunday, Nov. 26th, at

Christ For when praises go up

preach on Sunday. The officers

ly on last Sunday welcomed
Rev. Roosevelt Hardy and Sis

crated during the morning ser

Tennessee.
The Youth Choir will sing,

7pm, Teacher D.r Hildagarde

ing the morning service on
next Sunday, to officially wel

directed and accompanied by
Minister of Music Michael

Jenkins.
Youth Choir Rehearsal

come them to Bethel.
Pastor and Mrs. Hardy and

the morning worship service.
All officers, members and

Melvin, Joye Watkins, Roch

(ages 5-12) Tues. 5:30pm

the members of Bethel extends

visitors are invited to love

our weekly services as per our
regular schedule. On Sunday,

a warm welcome to all who

feast, an Friday, Dec. 1st at

Nov. 26th, at 11:15am, the

will come and worship with us

6pm.
Official Board Meeting

elle Jones, and Simona Jones

Youth Choir.
Advisors, the Stewardess
Board and the Youth Usher
Board will serve.
For transportation

Youth Bible Study, Wed.

Inspirational Dance Group

Rehearsal, Weds. 6:30pm

Lay Meeting Monday

after the 3rd Sunday 7pm.
Mass Choir Rehearsal

to

Tues. before the 1st and 2nd

church please contact the

Sundays.
Male Chorus Rehearsal

Transportation Ministry, Willie
F. Bryant, 894-6067, Robert
Golden, 867-0156, Anthony
Macon, 328-0022, Mose Bell,

867-0601, or the church 3213545.
Church School will begin
at 9:30am with Superintendent

Prayer is a tremendous force. It can heal a
broken body...repair a severed relationship.
...or restore a joy that has been lost.

Thurs. before the 3rd and 4th

Sundays.
W.M.S. Meeting, Wed.
ate the 1st Sunday 6pm
Y.P.D. Meeting 3rd Sun
day 4pm

on Sunday, Dec. 3rd. Pastor
Hardy will deliver the spoken
word, the ministerial staff will

assist with the Holy Commu
nion. The Mass Choir will ren

der the music.
Our first quarterly confer

ence will be held, Tuesday at
7pm Residing Elder Den
mark will preside over the
business session and will

St. Petersburg, FL

1121 22nd Street So., St. Petersburg. FL
Rev. Wallace Elliott. Pastor

Church Services
8:00 a.m. ..........Morning Service
9:45 a.m............ .Sunday School
11:00 a.m. ........ Worship Service
5:00 p.m. ....?................
.B.T.U.

9:30am

Sunday School..........................

Sunday Morning Worship............ 11am

G.

Re:v. Wayne

Thompson, Pastor

Sunday Evening............ ...........................7pm

SUNDAY SCHOOL, - 9:30 A.M.

Holy Communion .. .Every 1st Sunday

Prayer Service........................ Tuesday 7pm

Morning Worship - If:OO

a.m.

Bible Study..................... Tuesday 7:30pm

Evangelistic Service .. Friday 7:30pm

Come Worship With
the First Baptist Family

Ail Nations Church of God By Faith
3000 - 4th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
327-5926 • 327-2656
Sunday School
. —
................. .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
. ............................... -H a mNight Worship..................... .. ................................. 7 p.m,
Tuesday Bible Class ............................................... 8 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting . . ........... 8 p.m.
Friday Tarry Service .....
........... *.-,• •••* 8 p.m.
Saturday Sabbath School................... -...... 11 a.m.
L.
Rev. Johnnie Lee Williams, Pastor

WELCOME!

11‘Wd&ie. fje&ctd,

(727) 327-8560

9:00 AM.......................................-......................................................... Prayer Time!

Sunday School 9:30
Sunday Morn 11:45
Monday Prayer 6:00
Tuesday Bible Study 7:30
Friday Service 7:30

12:30 PM.................................... .. ................................. After Service Fellowship

9:30 AM............................................................................................ Sunday School

11:00 AM..................................... - - -.................................. **..................... 1'3C^>rship
Wednesday 6:30 PM Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
lou are mvrited to share spiritual nurturing, preaching of the 'Gospel
d a Christtan community for everyone

(727) 502-W.E.C.C.

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church

(more information)

Fax: (727) 896-1345 •

We, invite you to come worship with us
as the Presence of the Lord fills the house.

St. Petersburg, FL

Early Morning Worship.........................8:00 a.m.

Sunday School...................................... 9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship.................................. 11:00 a.m.

World Evangelism Radio Broadcast:

For transportation to the church, call 327-8196 or 327-2391.

Sundays
pm - 4:00 pm
ay: - WTAN 1340 AM 3:00fpm
A:postle Kenneth Miller, Sr. Pastor.

The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

(Eommumiy (Hijnrtdj

SERVICE TIMES:
Sunday Morning: 10:30 am
Wednesday Night: Biblical Upkeep 8:00

The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor
2335 - 22nd Avenue South
P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733

pm

Apostle Kenneth Miller, Sr., Pastor

Emmanuel Christian
Fellowship Inc.
1948 49th St. S. • SL Pete, FL 33707
Church: 327-8072

Pastor: Elder. Franklin Evans

Sunday School
Morning Worship-

Daily Prayer (M-F)

Finance Ministry........................................

................. s,.^......................................... James Robinson

Children & Youth Ministry.............. , . . ................................................................... Joyce Robinson
Clerk Ministry........................... ........................................................................................... Wyvonnia McGee

"A

Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People"

BREAKTHROUGH CHRISTIAN CENTER

Sunday M orning Services
. . . .9:30
Morning Worship . . ...................... .................................. . .11:00
Youth Bible Study.........................................................Wed. 6:30
Adult Bible Study & Prayer Service................ .Wed. 7:00
Sunday School ............................................................

6:30p.m.
11

New Faith
Free Methodist Church

.............. ., . ,........................................ Deacon Edward Nesbitt

THEME: Looking Upward, Searching Inward, Striving Onward

7:00 p.m.

Prayer & New, Comers Class

(Wednesday)

Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)

Deacon Ministry.................

Phone: 824-2814, Pastor • 323-1290, Church

11:15a.m.

Bible Study (Monday)

Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM

2427 Irving Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL

9:30a.m.

Dx. FxeJanek D- Terry

2361 Seventh Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida
Rev. John Copeland, Pastor
Morning Worship___ ...............____ __ ___ ______8:00 a.m.
Sunday School_ _________ .........____ _________9:30 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship___ .....___
___ 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Class Wed....___ ____ _ 7:00 p.m.
Communion is observed quarterly
the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.

923 M.L. King St. South, St. Petersburg

321-3545

3037 Fairfield Avenue

2830 - 22nd Avenue South. • St. Peteredmxg, Florida 33712

WORLD EVANGELISM
CHRISTIAN CENTER

Rev. Marcus H. Burke, Jr. - Pastor
3rd century

Trinity Presbyterian Church

2737 z4vewie
St.
3377 2
(727) %2 7-5444

Pastor Tony B.
Young, Sr.

Moore's Chapel
AME Church

“The Little Church Where
Everybody Is Somebody"

"Enter to worship; depart to serve"

PEOPLE OF CHRIST CHURCH

The church where everyone is always welcome!

Missionary Baptist Church

Early Sunday Morning Service .. .8am

Phone: 323-7518

600 Jones Street
Clearwater, FL
Ph': 443-2142

Rev. J. B. Keel,
Pastor

First. Mt. Zion

Church Theme for the Year:
"PREPARING FOR THE OVERFLOW!” The Year of Reaping the Harvest!

3144 Third Avenue South

Sunday:
7:45 AM .. Early Worship
11:00 AM.. Worship
Tuesday:
7:30 PM .. Bible Study

Happy Thanksgiving.

Rev. Harry Jones, Pastor

Institutional Church

baptist

Mt Olive A.M.E. Church

and the

GREATER LIGHT A.M.E. ZION CHURCH

Wynn.

- Psalms 145:3

Bethel family wish everyone a

The Family That Prays
Together Stays Together

loved one. Also our payers are
with Sis. Thornton, and Sis.

is beyond understanding."

1150 AM WIMP for the
Radio Outreach Service of

f Let’s
B Give W
Thanks 4'

unto our Lord and Savior Jesus

praised; His greatness

4th at 7pm
Tune in each Sunday to

Bethel at 10:40am
Pastor Hardy

worship services. With praises

"The Lord is great and is to be highly

will be held on Monday, Dec.

1400 - M.L. King St. S., St. Petersburg 33701 • (727) 823-3611

: First

Praise Team will begin our

Enter into His gates with
Thanksgiving, and into His
courts with praise: Be thankful
unto Him, and bless His name.

The Bethel A.M.E. Church

November the 26th. 8am ser
vice Rev. Burke will preach.
11am the sermon will be

Kenneth T. Welch

•

Everyone is asked to be pre

vices this 4th Sunday in

Les Miller

X -M.WXT

Moore’s Chapel Church fami

a.m.-12 p.m.

“AllAre Welcome”’ “Bring A Friend”

Friendship
Missionary Baptist
3300 - 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712

am

1940 - 49th Street South -**■
St. Petersburg, FL
' • I

am

pm

pm

Rev. Curtiss b. Long,

Pastor

Bethel African Methodist
Episcopal Church
912 - 3rd Avenue North • Phone: 822-2089

(727) 906-8300

Pastor John A. Evans, Sr.

Sunday Worship

.................................................. 10:30 a.m.

Pastor John A. Evans

Sunday School

CHURCH SERVICES
Sundays 8 AM and 11 AM Worship
Sunday Schoo 1 9:30 AM
Baptist Training Union 4:30 PM

.................... Thurs. 6:00 p.m.

Tutoring ................................... Mon. & Thurs. 5:30-6:30 p.m.

’’PROPHETIC FIRE IS FALLING”
TAPE MINISTRY/DYNAMIC PRAISE & WORSHIP/
PRAYER 30 MINUTES
BEFORE EVERY SERVICE
"PowerBreakthroughService"
11:00 AM
"A Night of Prophecy” @ 7:30 PM Sunday
TUESDAY “WORD EXPLOSION” - 7:30 PM
(nomdreThursday Services)
FRIDAY “JUBILEE SERVICE" 7:30 PM
RADIO MINISTRY- WRXB-1590 AM
Monday through Friday 6:00-6:15 AM
Sundays 9:30-10:00 AM

WTAN-1340 AM Sundays 4:30-5 PM

issS

an^ ;n

name of Christ and Our Lord says: "COME!"

Transportation Is Available

■

PASTOR/PROPHET
GLENNMfLtjERfo

Welcome... This church opens wide the door -

The Rev. Harry L.

Dawkins, M.Div., Pastor

“Where strangers meet with friends and sinners find their God.”

.................................................... 9:00 a.m.

Prayer Service/Bible Study ........................Tues. 7:00 p.m.
Junior Church Fellowship

§

(727) 321 -4986/888-447-PRAY (7729) • Fax (727) 321-3937

COME AS YOU ARE - NO DRESS CODE
"A Place of Healing and Restoration"
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Elim Seventh- Bethel Metropolitan Friendship MB Church
Day Adventist
Pastor Theus Young and
the Him Seventh Day Adven

and the heart School is already
in session but feel free to come

tist Church invite you to come

and register your children. All

worship with us each Sabbath

kids

starting with Sabbath School at
9am followed by worship ser
vice at 11am. This Quarter we
will be studying “Proverbs Wisdom To Live By”. This

week’s Sabbath School lesson
is entitled “Apples of Gold”.
The memory text is “A word

General Mission is today

The ten year anniversary

Our Lord and Savior, Jesus

(Sun. ll/26th) following 11am

of New Philadelphia will cul

Christ”. Pastor John A. Evans,

worship services, all depart

minate on Sunday in sacred

This anniversary worship

ments are encouraged to be in
attendance.

song and celebration. Offer

service will commence fol
lowing

Weekly Schedule:

ings of music and praise will
be main focus of worship as

tion to our Sunday Worship

Thurs., Nov. 30th: 7-

church climaxes its tenth

instruction at 10:15. Parents
are encouraged to attend Wis

Services, November 26th and

8:45pm, Prayer/Praise Service

anniversary observance of

dom School with their chil

to all church related events

and Bible Study, also 7:45pm

dren. Prompt attendance will

during the week.

spiritual oneness.
Sharing in this musical
paean of praise will be James
Bolden, Reverend Edward and

worship to begin on time.

Jo Ann Nesbitt, Marque
Samuels, and Reverend James
Calvin, of church family. Wor

continued the

shipping with New Philadel

he prophetically challenged

Ministry serving lunch to all
needy in the community.

phia will be members of the

members to “trade-in” human

Gaskin Family Reunion. The

spirituality for Holy Spirituali

“But he answered and

Reverend Willie B. Gaskin, DI
will be guest soloist. Rev.

ty. The cost is nothing to
believers, for Jesus has paid it

Gaskin will also make brief

all!

terial Staff and Church Family

istry Department continue to
enlighten our youth with clear

invite you to worship with us

biblical sessions, as well as

during the 8 and 1 lam services
and Church School at 9:30am.

good wholesome fun. Trans

Sr., and the Friendship Mis

portation is available; call the
church office (327-0554) if

sionary Baptist Church Family

The Official Board, Minis

‘Greetings in the name of

through eighth grade are wel

The Praise Team, Sanctuary
Choir, Male Ministry Choir

come. Remember: There is no

and Youth Usher Board will

Our Noon Day Bible

work more important than the
education of our youth.
If you have kids and would

serve.
Our mid-week bible Study

Study is just the thing for those
who have the time or need for

(NBC) and Prayer Service on

some mid-day refueling. The

Beginning at 8am, the

Youth Enrichment Hour.
Fri. Dec. 1st there will be

like them to be involved in a

Wednesday at 7pm are
designed for the spiritual

present study is focusing on

Youth Ministry will lead in

no conference, but will be held

Devotion Prayer/Praise Ser
vices. The Angelic and Teen

on Nov. 8th.

Choirs will render the song

grades

kindergarten

extend to you a warm invita

you have a need.

ues, please have them join the
Adventurers (ages 5-9) or the

enrichment of the entire fami

Jesus’ Journey to the cross,
from Genesis to Revelation. It

ly. Currently, we arc focusing

is a spiritual exciting study for

gold in pictures of silver”

Orion Pathfinders club (ages

Proverbs 25:11 NRSV. Come
join our church at study start

10-above). For more informa

our study on “A Made Up
Mind” Rev. John Etheridge
has traveled the avenues of
faith with God in preparing for

the learner.
We will be observing our

greet you and Pastor Evans

Annual Holy Family Commu

will preach the divine word of

fitly spoken is like apples of

New Philadelphia

club that teaches Christian val

tion, please contact our church

ing at 9am.
’at 822-0034.
During our worship ser
The Community Service
vice, you will be blessed with Center is open on Mondays
special music by The Nu Gen and Wednesdays from 2-4pm

services, the youth ushers will

nion and Memorial Service on

God.

Wed. Dec. 6th: 12 noon
Noonday Bible Study, also
from 12-2pm, Bread of Life

study.

Sunday, December 3rd. The

Church School is held at

AWANA 2000, our youth

membership is encouraged to

9:30am opening with the

said, It is written, Matt shall
not live by bread alone, but by

evening ministry program for

be in attendance.

tremendous

this

Superintendent in charge. At

every word that proceedeth out

and on Tuesday evenings from

children and youth ages 5-17

November Calendar

10:45am a second service is

prayer, and most of all blessed
from the Word of God. Our

5-6pm.

years has started with enthusi
astic fervor. The Youth Min-

27th - General Mission

held opening with the Minister

of the mouth
Matthew 4:4.

church is located at 801 6th

Friday evening at 6:30pm. All

Ave. So., in St Petersburg. For

are invited to attend and join us

questions,

as we are studying “The

eration Choir, blessed through

information,

or

transportation, please call 8945246.

A Bible Study is held each

Desire of Ages”.

Alumni SingerS Concert Of
Christmas Music —-------- —

A Bible Study Class is held
each Sunday afternoon at 4pm.

The Alumni Singers will

There will also be the

present a Concert of Christmas

program is every Sabbath 1
1/2 hours before sunset (4pm).

Annual Christmas Tea, pre

tist Women’s Ministries.
Come one and all! Free

We are in tire midst of a study
of the Holy Spirit All are invit

Music at the American Baptist
Church of the Beatitudes, 2812

sented by the American Bap-

will offering will be taken.

ed to come!

8th St N., St. Petersburg, on
Sunday, December 3rd and

youth

programs are

designed for the young and
young at heart Please come
support the youth of our
Church.

Elim Junior Academy -

Upcoming Events:
Dec. 8-9th: SEC Youth
Convocation, Orlando, FL.

4pm.

PEACEFUL ZION M.B. CHURCH
2051 - 9th Avenue South. St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Rev. FG. Jackson, Pastor
(813)322-2455

•

Churdl School..,..,..-9:30 a,m.
Morning Worship..,:11:00 a.m.

Dec. 17th: Annual Church
Banquet

training the hands, the head,
Tuesday Evening

"The Lord is great and is to be highly praised; His greatness

<

Bible Ciass,.^?J.'.M„7:S0'R>m..

Wednesday Youth
Rehearsal........... 5:30 pm.
Thursday Prayer & Church
School Study......... 7:30 p.m.
1st & 2nd Saturdays SR.
Choir Rehearsal....11.00 a.m,

77ie Church Where Christ Is The HEAD

is beyond understanding." - Psalms 145:3

With Allah's Name, The Merciful Benefactor, The Merciful Redeemer

GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER

Masjid Al-Muminin

4240 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg, FL33711 • (813) 328-9412

Islamic Services
Jumuah Prayer - Friday 1:30 p.m.

INTERDENOMINATIONAL

GRACE
FELLOWSHIP
CENTRAL

F
E
L
L

Except God build the
house they labor in
vaiii that build it.
Ps. 127:1

Qur'anic Study - Sunday 11:00 a.m.
Taleem - 12:00 p.m.

GRACE

CENTER
O

Imam Wilmore Sadiki
3762 - 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 327 - 8483
Faith Memorial Missionary
Baptist Church
1800 - 18th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL
Reg. Bragg L. Turner, Pastor
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 a.m.
Membership Training 5 p.m.
Bible Study & Prayer
Meeting Tuesday 7 p.m.
"The Church That's Moving Forward Together"

ELIM

Seventh-Day
Adventist Church

801 - 6th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 894-5246 / 823-1619

SATURDAYS

SERVICE
Sunday School
9:30 - 10:30
Morning Worship 10:30
Evening Worship 6:30
Wed. - Pray 7:00
Bible Study 7:30

W
S
H
I
P

Phone

(813) 328-9412
NURSERYAND
CHILDREN’S
CHURCH
AVAILABLE

Pastor Leonard Wilson • Phone: 536-1890

Travelers Rest
Missionary Baptist Church
2183 - 22nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Church Phone: 822-4869
Residence: 824-6021

I
1

anniversary

emphasis on growth and spiri
tual maturity. On last Sunday,

The Family That Prays
Together Stays Together

309 - 15th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33704
Telephone (727) 804-6404
Bisk op Ronald M.oten, Pastor

Alfreda Molen,

Co-Paolor

Bishop RonalJ Moten and the Wings of Faith Church Family would
lihe to extend to you a personal invitation to worship with us during
our scheduled times:
Sunday Schoo 1
9:30 A.M.
Morning Worship & Children's Church 10:45 A.M.

Prayer/Fasting
Intercessory Prayer & Bible Class

Tuesday
Wednesday, 7:30 P.M.

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church

3455 - 26th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 327-0554
"Church of The Open Door"

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 8:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Wed. NBC/AWANA/Bible Study/
Praise & Prayer 7:00 p.m;
Thurs. Midday Bible Study
1 2:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.
Sat. Noon Day Prayer Hour
12:00 noon - 1 :OO p.m.

1500 N. Pennsylvania Avenue
Clearwater, Florida 33516
Ckurek Pho ne: 443-1945 Parsonage: 446-6056
Rev. FIeming Tkzvei^ Pastor
Sunday Services
Sunday Sckool ...............................
Morning Worskip.................................................................................
Baptist Training Union ..............................................
Evening Worskip.................................................
\

SB

9:30
.11:00
5:00
6:00

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Weekly Services

Bikle Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bikle Study, Wed nesday 7:00 p.m.
The church where everybody is somebody and Christ is aIL

Mid-Morning Worship Service . . . .10:45 a.m.
Sunday School....................................... 9:30 a.m.
Prayer/Praise Service (Wednesday) . .7:00 p.m.

Rev. Donald
F. Browne
"WE ARE THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION"

Morning Worship: 11 am

207 - 10th Street North, St. Petersburg, FL

ELIM Junior Academy & Day Care Center

Minister Aaron Gaskin

WINGS OF FAITH CHRISTIAN CENTER

<u

10th Street Church Of God

WEDNESDAY
Prayer Meeting: 7:30 PM

enable anniversary praise and

St. Jokn Missionary Baptist Ckurek

Sabbath School: 9 am

Youth Hour: 1 Hour Before
Sunset

School

Wisdom

of Music and Praise Team.

Adventist Youth Society

The

of God.”

gospel proclamations as he
ministers in song.

Sunday School........... .. ................. ................... .. .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ....................................... ..
.11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting/
Bible Study . . ......................................................... 7:15 p.m.
Evening Worship (1st & 3rd Sunday)........... 6:00 p.m.

Mt. Zion Primitive
Baptist Church
3700 22nd Avenue S. • 321-0020
Elder Clarence L. Warren, Pastor

Sunday School

.........9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship

......11:00 a.m.

The church where everyone is welcome & the Spirit of Christ lives.

Stewart-Isom Memorial Christian Methodist

Episcopal Church
1820 Walton Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712

International Headquarters, Anderson, Indiana

(813) 327-0593

Sunday School: 9:30 a.m. • Morning Worship: 11:00
a.m.
Bihle Study: Wednesday 7:00 p.m.

Greater St. Paul

Missionary Baptist Church
Rev.. Calvin Hopkins

532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL

Sunday School.............................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ........................ 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship ... 6 p.m.
Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.
Tuesday Night
General Bible Study
Thursday Night Prayer
Meeting & Teachers Meeting
We welcome you at all times.
Rev. Clyde Williams

‘To God Be The Glory”

955 - 20th Street SOuth

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church

St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone:894-4311
Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.
Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.
(Adult and Youth)

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

505 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186
Morning Worship......................................................... 7:45a.m.
Sunday School............. ....................................... 9:15 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship ................................... 10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ..................................... 5:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship .................. Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
Bible Study/Prayer Service........... Thursday 7:30 p.m.
Come join us at the Church where everyone is Welcome!

Rev. Earnest Jones,
Pastor
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Pl

Breakthrough Christian Center
with Pastor Glenn ministering

Join us on Friday night at

7:30pm for a power packed

in both services.

Jubilee Service with Pastor

Look out Clearwater!!
Pastor Glenn and the Break

Glenn ministering powerfully

in the word of God, word of

through family will be at the

knowledge, and the gifts of the

Gospel Express Church of

Spirit. Bring someone who

Jesus, 127 N. Greenwood

needs a miracle.
Thank you to eveiyone for

Avenue on Nov. 29th, 30th and
Dec. 1st at 7:30pm nightly

your prayers and donations for
our “Thanksgiving Gospelfest

with Elder Arthur and Linda

2000” at Campbell’s Park on

expecting to see you there!!

last Saturday. It was a great
success. Hundreds were fed,

zon.com and sample, review,

Murphy, Senior Pastors. We’re
Please visit www.ama-

clothed and ministered to
through song and testimonials.

comment and purchase Pastor

Glenn’s debut album entitled,

Youth trio “Life” came from

“Count it :ill Joy”. You will be

Tampa and ministered in song
to the young and old alike,

blessed.

See you at Breakthrough,

along with Nicky Zellner,

194049th St So., St. Pete. Call

Wendy Malloy, Erica Miller

us at (727) 3214986 for Fax

and Pastor Glenn Miller. We

us at (727) 321-3937. Remem

are so looking forward to our

ber, no dress code-come as

next outreach event
Continue to tune in to

you are. More details coming

WRXB every weekday morn

mas Banquet”.

ing from 6-6:15 and Sundays
9:30-10am as well as WTAN-

everyone.. Have a safe and

1340 on Sundays 4:30-5pm.

about our ‘Founder’s Christ
Happy Thanksgiving to

You don’t want to miss
Sunday morning and Sunday

happy holiday and please drive
safely. Don’t forget to buckle
up!

night at 11am and 7:30pm

Please see pg. 17

Saint Mark

"Soaring Higher in
Christ Jesus"

African Methodist Episcopal Church

Pastor Keturah
D. Pittman

■ Sunday- Church School,
9:45am
1 Sunday- Worship Service,
11:00am
■ Tuesday- Operation "BIG EAR",
6:00pm- 7:00pm
Spiritual Counseling
Wednesday- Prayer Meeting & Bible Study,
7:00pm- Until
Thursday- Tutoring for K thru 5th,
6:30pm- 7:30pm
Friday- Great Book Review for Youth, 7:00pm
Saturday- Young Men's Bible Study, "Teen Word"
Each 2nd and 4th Saturday of the month
9:00am- 10:00am
2232 62nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

(727) 867-2400

Bethel Cornmunity
Baptist Church

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

1045 - 16th Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712
PHONE: 896-6722

Rev. Manuel L. Sykes

820 20th Street South
St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006

Services
Bro. Robert Smith

Sunday Morning Bible. Class
Sunday Morning Worship , .
Ladies Bible Class Monday
Sunday Evening Worship . .
Monday Evening Bible Class

.... ... 9:00 a.m.
...........10:30 a.m.
................7:00 p.m.
................ 5:00 p.m.

FL 33701

Phone: 898-3838
The members would like to invite
you and your family to worship with
us. Our services are:
Tuesday Morning Prayer
9:00am
Weds.-Family Worship
7:00pm
Sunday School
10:00am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00pm
Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker

Prayer Tower Church Of God In Christ

Prayer Services . ...Wed., 6:30 p.m.
Bible Study........ . Wed., 7:30 p.m.

...... .7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class . . .. i:00 p.m.

Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ
419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg,

Sunday School .. ............ ..8:45 a.m.
Worship Service ................. 10 a.m.

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

Schedule of Services
Church School . . ........................................ 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship.......................................... 1J a,m.
Baptist Training Union................................... 5 p.m.
Evening Worship .............
. . .6:30 p.m.

Good Samaritan Baptist Fellowship
Meeting at Covenant Presbyterian Church
4201 6th Street South, St. Petersburg, Florida
Sunday Worship Service: 8:45 A.M.
Wednesday Bible Study: 7:30 P.M.
• Wholistic Ministiy (Physical, Mental, and Emotional)
• Bible Based Fellowship Considering the Biblical Commands in Light of Contemporary

Problems
• Promoting the Self-Worth and Equality of All Persons
* Non-Sexist Participation • Youth Ministry

NATHANIEL W. TINDALL, II, PASTOR

Prayer Meeting
Thursday ............................................................ 7 p.m;
Rev Brian. K Brown

St. Joseph Church

1135 37th Street South, St. Pete, FL
Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor
Sunday School 10 a.m.
Morning Service 11:30 a.m.
YPWW 5:30 p.m. Sunday
Church Service 6:30 p.m. Sunday
Night Services 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting, Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Bible Band, Thursday 7:30 p.m.

“One week from chnrch makes one weak.

2101 - 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg

Mt. Pilgrim Missionary Baptist Church
4000 - 5th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL 33711
t

Sunday School....................................................................... 930 a.m

Christ Gospel Church
2512 22nd Ave. S.
St. Pete, FL 33712
327-0997
Rev. P.D.H. Leonard
Pastor
SUNDAY

Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.
TUESDAY

Bible Study 7:30 p.m.

Morning Worship......................... ................................. . moo a.m
Prayer Meeting / Bible Study Wednesday ...... 6:30 p.m

2550 9th Avenue S.
Morning Worship..............

St. Petersburg, FL
.................. ........................ 7:00 a.m.
.......................................... 9:30 a.m.
......................................... 10:50 a.m.

Baptist Training Union..

.......................................... 4:30 p.m.
7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study

Greater Mt. Zion African
Methodist Episcopal Church

Communion..........................

Wednesdays.............................. ........................................................ ..

Rev. Joseph Gordon, Pastor

REV. CLARENCE WILLIAMS, PASTOR
919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m. • Sunday School 9:30 a.m.

PRAYER TIMES

Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. • All Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p.m.

Sundays 7:45 a.m.

Early Morning Worship.
Sunday School....................

FRIDAY

RADIO BROADCAST

Pleaiant (jWee MiA&iOMGAq, Hafrtut Glutnck

(2fuiaf BZ/fexe Jloue (dfancjes: Jfujes.

Evangelical Service 7:30 p.m.

Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays - half an hour
before service.
Mondays & Thursdays, 7:30 p.m.
Friday nights at midnight.

Father Callist Nyambo, Pastor

Sunday Masses Are At:
9 a.m. and 11 a.m.
Gospel Choir 9 a.m.
Traditional Choir 11 a.m.

Prayer Meeting Wednesday 7:30

p.m.

Bible Study Monday 6:00 p.m.

Vintage Bible Study Wednesday 11:00 a.m. - 12 noon

Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)
Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry

If you would like to come to church and do not have a way,
call 327-0997.

Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393

The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

("The church with a heart in the heart of the city")

p m

The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

New Hope Missionary
Baptist Church
2120 19th St.

St. Pete • 896-5228

10:30 AM................ PRAISE & WORSHIP SERVICES
SUNDAY
9:00 AM.............................. CHURCH SCHOOL ................... . .SUNDAY
5:00 PM......................... FELLOWSHIP & DINNER ....
TUESDAY
7:00 PM................................... BIBLE STUDY.....................
TUESDAY
6:00 PM.............................. PRAYER SERVICES .................. TUESDAY
7:30 PM...................... MASS CHOIR REHEARSAL.............THURSDAY
Join us for any of our services where you will always find
“JESUS BEING PREACHED AND TAUGHT”

Rev. Alvin Moore, Pastor
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Black History Pageant Front Porch Florida
Plans Luncheon And
Council Dismantled!
African Fashion Show
by Eugene Preston
ST.

Breakthrough frompg

ty wanted the council disband

PETERSBURG - ed.

Chrisshun Cox, President of

Office of Urban Opportunity

Director, Alison Hewitt would

The members of the Gov

not allow the Council to take a

Melrose-Mercy Pine Acres ernor’s Revitalization Council
Neighborhood Association of Front Porch Florida in SL
and long time opponent of Petersburg were all elected to

vote on the issue. After the
meeting was adjourned Direc
tor, Alison Hewitt was met

Front Porch Florida was hand the Council by a vote of the
ed an early Christmas present. community. After which the
On Thursday, Nov. 16th Ali Council entered into a contract
son Hewitt, Director of the agreement with the Office of
Office of Urban Opportunity Urban Opportunity.

with cheers and hugs for her
role in dismantling the Council

made an administrative deci

by supporters of disbanding
the Council. A new Council is

set to be formed by way of

There was a motion on the

another community vote on

sion to disband the Governors floor at the Nov. 16th meeting
Revitalization of Front Porch to disband the Council, how
Florida. Alison Hewitt stated ever, the Council never got a
that her decision was based on chance to take a vote on the
the will of the community. issue. Many members of the

Dec. 12th. At this time local
information regarding Front

This means that the communi- audience were stunned that the

Porch Florida is being handled
by the only local paid staff of

Front Porch Florida, Commu
nity Liaison, Leona Faye Jack-

NAA CP Ranks Marriott #1
For The Second Consecutive
Year------ ----------------------------ST. PETERSBURG -

Center's Mahaffey Theater.

The Black History Pageant
Committee of Bethel Commu

In the production some 50

young people will portray the

clude families-parents, then-

(NYSE:MAR) said recently,

nity Baptist Church is planning

strengths of the black family

children, grandparents and

that, for the second year in a

its Second Annual Luncheon

through humor, dance, poetry

row, the National Association

and African Fashion Show on
Saturday, December 9th, at the

and song. And also the chal
lenges for the future, because

other family members who
make up the fabric of the Afri

can-American community.

ored People (NAACP) has

Holiday Inn Sunspree Resort,
6800 Sunshine Skyway Lane,

of black males and the escalat

Entertainment will be pro
vided as well as a delicious

ranked Marriott first among
the eleven hospitality compa

meal. Proceeds will go toward

nies on the civil rights organi
zation’s annual report on the

SL Petersburg.
This year's fashions will

of the high rate of incarceration

ing suicide rate among black
males 20 to 24 years old. The

focus on families, because of

show's emphasis will be on

the theme for the pageant pro-

how the black family managed

duction-A Family Reunion:

to survive under difficult cir

The Black Family Thriving in

cumstances. Pictured are some
of the participants and coaches
for the 2001 production.

Faith and Unity. The produc
tion will be held Sunday, Feb

the

production-costumes,

Pastor Joseph Gordon and
the Pleasant Grove Church

The Bible Drill Team will

Luncheon chairperson is
Frances Williams. For further
information, please call 822-

recently at NAACP headquar

7674 or 327-9869.

Family invite you to worship
with them on Sunday, Nov.

Jim Anderson, Commander.

HIV/AIDS Committee will
hold its Fourth Annual World

26th. The Gospel Chorus will

other special services.
Don’t forget to order your
Christmas poinsettias in mem
ory of your loved ones. Please
see any member of the Hospi

begins at 9:30am with Super
intendent Deacon Philip Carter

presiding. Mid-morning wor
ship begins at 10:50am. The
Youth Choir and the Gospel

Chorus will render song ser
vice, and the youth usher board
will serve.

Also at 6pm, we will wor

tality Guild. Mary Greene,

president
Pleasant Grove Tours the

AIDS Day Event, Friday, Dec.
1st from noon to 2:30pm at the
Martin Luther King Jr. Plaza,

Tampa Campus.
The theme, ‘Make A Dif
ference,” will pay tribute to
both people who have died of

others will be added to 74 pan

HIV, and will focus on aware

13th and the Hawaiian Islands,
July 29th - Aug. 4th, 2001.

ness, education and preven

els created in the past three
years. Eighteen of those hang
in the USFbookstore, 15 in the
Hillsborough health depart

tion.

News Channel 8’s Health

Science Reporter Irene Maher
will emcee the event. The pro
gram will include Vice Presi
dent of Student Affairs Harold

Thought for the week: “O

Church of Pinellas Park. The

give thanks unto the Lord; call

pastor is requesting the Gospel

upon His name: Make known
His deeds among the people”

Nixon, a youth group from the

Psalm 105:1.
Happy Thanksgiving.

Plan called Rapping With

be in attendance.

Greater Light
AME Zion
Church
will be held in Tampa at Mt.

Greater Light A. M. E.
Church is featuring a Leader

Sinai A.M.E. Church on Nov.

ship Workshop to be held on

30th at 7pm. Please call

Nov. 27th at 7:30pm, located

Greater Light A.M.E. at (727)

at 1400 9th St. So, SL Pete.

823-3611 for more informa

Also, a District Conference

Memorial Quilt. Forty-five 6foot by 3-foot panels made by
USF students, employees and

AIDS and those who live with

ship at the Friendship Baptist

Chorus to render song service.
Please make a special effort to

or made contributions to
HIV/AIDS education and
awareness will also be recog
nized in the program.
A highlight of the event
will be the dedication of the
newest panels for the USF

Smoky Mountains, April 7th-

Please contact Kay Curry at
864-2937 after 7pm. Install
ments are now being accepted.

tion.

In a press conference held

Tampa Hillsborough Action
THAP, a former Miss USF
who will sing a song of tribute,

and an HTV positive member
of die university community

ment and others are in several
departments on campus. The
Adopt-A-Panel Project began
in 1997 and was inspired by
the NAMES Project AIDS

memorial Quilt.
In past years, almost the
entire Counseling Center de
partment has lent a hand, liter
ally, to make handprints on

four years. ‘It's usually not a

problem (to get everyone inter
ested). A number of us got
excited and involved and the
momentum got going when

second-tier supplier diversity

in all of our properties world
wide, we at Marriott see diver

riott’s major suppliers are

sity as not only the right policy,
but also as a source of our

asked to spend at least five per

ny.”

variety of minority business

areas, including board mem
bership, supplier diversity,
retention and promotion of
minorities. Since 1997, when

cent with minority vendors, in
1999. In addition, Marriott

The Marriott International

organizations, including the
franchise network included, as National Minority Supplier
of March 2000,114 minority- Development Council and
owned franchised properties, local minority chambers of
of which 10 are African- commerce nationwide.
.
American-owned. In 1995,
With a 59 percent minority

the NAACP began issuing the

Marriott created the Minority
Franchise Outreach Program,

workforce, Marriott Interna
tional’s management is 24 per

annual hospitality industry
report card, no other company

partnering with organizations
such as the National Associa

cent minority, as is 11.2 per
cent of the company’s senior

tion of Black Accountants and

management Marriott Inter

once.
Citing reasons for Mar

the International Franchise
Association to proactively
seek and identify additional
franchise candidates. The
number of minority-and-

being one of the best compa
nies for minorities to work for
in America by such magazines

make a panel. As a major ser
vice organization, her sorority

November
Elections
Meeting

decided to take part because
it’s an important issue and they

would like to bring awareness
to the community, Simmons

said. Other student groups

riott’s lead ranking in this
year’s survey, Mr. Mfume
said: ‘While there is still a

include the Asian Students in

ST. PETERSBURG-The

America, Black Student Un
ion, Council of Honor Soci

St. Petersburg Area Black
Chamber of Commerce in

eties, Golden Key Internation
al Honor Society, Campus

vites you to our November
Elections Meeting on Thurs

Activity Board and Kappa/Iota

day, Nov. 30th, 12 noon.

Residence.

faculty who have volunteered

ter, which has participated for

ulty and staff together,” said
Penny Phillips.

POC Board Of Directors Meeting

national is cited frequently as

as Fortune, Latina Style,

There is a fee for
photos not taken by
a Weekly Challenger
photographer.

The meeting will be held at
Development Center (1045
16th Street South).
Come out and meet new
people, work and network
your business. Lunch will be
served.

activity to bring students, fac

For further information

For more information con

please contact Frances M.
Cato at 327-8690 ext. 15.

tact the Chamber at (727) 8221203.

.......................

$ American Sunday
Plate Catering |

do” ^Weddings

cil, Inc.; a private non-profit

organization, will be held at

7:30pm on Tuesday, Nov.
28th.
The meeting, which is
open to tiie public, will be held

program, through which Mar

has topped the list more than

team approach,” said Martha

will preside.

‘Here in the United States, and

we realized how meaningful it

Putney of tire Counseling Cen

Board, Mr. Jim McGarvey

minority suppliers by year-end
2001. The company initiated a

$250 million be spent with

grade of "B" (3.0 out of4.0) for

its continued industry leader
ship in several diversity-related

‘It’s a community building

ing of the Board of Directors
of Pinellas Opportunity Coun

J.W. Marriott, Jr., Marriott
International chairman and
chief executive officer, said,

continues to partner with a

The St. Petersburg Business

next regularly scheduled meet

reflects its recognition of the
In 1998, Marriott broad
value of the African-American ened its supplier diversity ini
consumer in this business.”
tiative, committing that at least

competitive edge. Diversity
makes us a stronger compa

their panel. ‘It’s very much a

The Chair of the POC

riott has already laid out a plan than doubled over the past four
for success in this area, one that years.

was.”
Bridgett Simmons is one
of six sorority sisters in Alpha
Kappa Alpha sorority, one of
almost 35 student groups to

who will talk about living with
HIV. USF students, staff and

ST. PETERSBURG-The

great deal of work to be done women-owned franchises in
in the lodging industry, Mar the Marriott network has more

ters in Baltimore, NAACP
President Kweisi Mfume said
that Marriott had earned a

franchising and the hiring,
TAMPA - The USF

render song service and the
adult Male Ushers will serve in
the 7am early morning wor
ship service. Sunday school

for the Advancement of .Col

props and the Mahaffey rental
fee.

USF - World AIDS Day Event
On Campus - --------- —----------

rehearse at 6:30pm. Deacon

Please see church ad for all

Marriott International, Inc.

lodging industry.

ruary 4th, 2001, at Bayfront

Pleasant Grove MB

WASHINGTON, D.C. -

Models for the luncheon
and show in December will in

&
1?

I

SkoW6/ts • .^ackehwties $
Qekefwsa^ ^Diwucfts • deceptions Jjj
cFam&j deunions • danquets

at the SL Petersburg Junior
College Administration Build
ing, 8580 66th Street North in
Pinellas Park, FL.

1

The Family
That Prays
Together
Stays
Together

If
Donald R. Collins
Financial Advisor

American Express
Financial Advisors Inc.

An AEFA-associated
financial advisor business

3606 Central Ave.
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Off: 727.328.2000
Cell: 727.463.7402

I

&

gr0/t mo/tc in{omato:

jg

Call: (727) 344-5415

kt

A service of
Atwater's Hospitality Academy, Inc.
P.O. Box 923, St. Petersburg, FL 33731

**

7

(Fax) 727-344-4255

TV
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Final Respects / Obituaries
St. Pete

MORNING GLORY
FUNERAL HOME

Final Rites

"Formerly Independent Funeral Services
REED, WILLIAM E.,

7402 Nebraska Avenue,
Tampa, FL
(813) 236-1309 or Toll Free
(888) 210-2209

73, died November 2, 2000.
Survivors include one son;
two daughters; one brother;

three sisters;

eight grand

children; and several aunts,
uncles,

nieces,

•Tampa* St.
Pete • Clearwater • Winter
Haven • Lakeland • Mulberry •
Bartow*Dade City
•All Surrounding Areas

nephews,

other relatives and friends.

Smith Funeral Home,

St.

Petersburg.

MR. HAROLD JONES,
Owner

DORO

WILLIAMS,

THY B., 39, died November

Elder Robert Sturgis
Chief Executive

9, 2000. Survivors include

Big Band Leader Dies At 91

parents: Lee Leroy Williams

& Betty Grace Williams;

Manzy Harris, one of the

establish his own band with

with other legends as the

25th, 2000, 11:00am at Mt.

greatest legends of Big Band,
passed November 17th, 2000

musicians from the Tampa

Duke, the Count, Ray Charles

Pleasant M.B. Church, 2002

Bay area. He was an inspira

and Leon Claxton's Harlem In

in Tampa.
Manzy was one of the

tion and encouraged young,

first African-Americans to

fessional dreams. He played

Havana.
Funeral services will be
held Saturday, November

ers; three sisters; one step
sister; two

grandchildren,

host of nieces, nephews and

other relatives

& friends.

Smith Funeral Home,

St.

Petersburg.

grandchildren;

two

Gainesville

three

sorrowing

and

Funeral

I - Intelligent
S - Sisterly

KENDRICK,

T - Truthful

DORO

65,

CHARLES,

November

died
2000.

4,

include

Survivors

one

daughter; two sons; one sis
ter; one brother; one uncle; a
host of nieces,

nephews,

cousins and caring friends.
Chestnut

Funeral

Home,

died November

10,

2000.

include

four

E - Eager, Earnest
R - Reliable
I - Inspiring

N - Nice

daughters; one son; one sis
ter;

two

sister-in-laws,

a

nephew

children,

friends.

INCLUDES:

:

sister-in-law.

Fannie was a gift from God to be given back to him.

Cunningham’s

$1,999.00
(20 Gauge Steel Casket)

(18 Gauge Steel Casket; Top
Of The Line Selection, 22)

INCLUDES:

INCLUDES:

Basic Services Of Funeral
Director and Staff
Transportation Of Remains
Embalming
Arrangement Conf.
Filing Of All Legal
Documents
Viewing/Service
Hearse And Lead Car
One Family Car
• 20 Gauge Casket (Bronze
or Copper)

• Basic Services Of Funeral
Director and Staff
• Transportation Of Remains
• Embalming
• Arrangement Conf.
• Filing Of All Legal
Documents
• Viewing/Service
• Hearse And Lead Car
• Two Family Cars
•18 Gauge Casket; 22
Selections To Choose From
(Top Of The Line)

The Poor Man* s Friend

CUNNINGHAM'S

Ereal Funeral
I Homes

Funeral Home, P.A.

ladine tznudi.on

Funeral Home, Ocala.

"Your Friends Who Care"
SERVING THE MARION COUNTY COMMUNI
TIES SINCE 1953 AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

Gainesville.

Ocala
Final Rites

Just how do we say thanks tor the many things you have
done for our family during the loss of someone so beautiful and
dear, our mother, Cora Lee Gammage.
So many of you were there for us and we were overwhelmed
with joy for the support shown in every way possible. We felt
uour love and your concern for us through the phone calls, cards,
flowers, the hugs and kisses and many other acts of kindness. We
would not have been able to make this journey without God's help
through you.
We searched in every card store but couldn't find the words
appropriate enough to express what we felt. You were so wonder
ful to share your love with us, helping to bring comfort to our
hearts. We pray that God will continue to bless you for all that

you have done.
Your prayers have helped us and we're beginning to
realize now that our Ch,antilly Rose, our mother, has

LEWIS,

BENNETT,

4,

Dr. M.L. King St. Chapel

I

2025 Dr. M.L King Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

LINCOLN MEMORIAL GARDENS
WITH PERPETUAL CARE
CREMATION IS AVAILABLE
Licensed Funeral
Directors

A.L. CUNNINGHAM

FELIX SNOW

732-5354
732-5355

434 N.W. Martin Luther King Jr. Ave., Ocala, FL

State Approved Pre-Funqral
Arrangement Plan
Burial Service • Funeral Service
Cremation Service • Shipping Service
Serving From Ttoo Convenient Locations

her out of the earthly garden and placed her
safely
and gently_ in His rose g£
garden with heav..
_ .........
en's sweet fragrance, to dwell forevermore.
On behalf of our family: The Gammages',
Ahmeds',, Harris' and Raines,
We Love You!

BERNICE

died

68,

Seventh Avenue Chapel
J 1940 7th Avenue South

St. Petersburg, FL 33712
896-2602

732-5353

blossomed in God's sight and grown through His won
drous light; she has gone to be with Him! He has plucked

November

INCLUDES:

/DELUXE

$3,499.00

(Cemetery Charges Not Included)

W - Willing, Worker

The above were the attributes of my

sorrowing

and

$L299.00
(Cloth Covered Caskets)

A - Admirable

nieces,

TRADITIONAL

TRADITIONAL
BURIAL

$499.00

L - Loving

host of grandchildren, greatgrand

TRADITIONAL
BURIAL

Basic Services Of
Basic Services Of
Funeral Director and
Funeral Director
Staff
And Staff
Transportation Of
Transportation Of
Remains
Remains
Embalming
Refrigeration
Arrangement Conf. Arrangement Conf.
Filing Of All Legal • Filing Of All Legal
Documents
Documents
Viewing/Service
Cremation
Hearse And Lead Car
Service Vehicle
One Family Car
Return Of
• Cloth Covered (Grey)
Cremanins

S - Spiritual

Home, Ocala.

Survivors

(Manzy Harris is at
far right in photo above)

My Sister-in-Law

friends.

THY JONES BROWN, 89,

RICHARDSON,

Rome Avenue, Tampa.

TRIBUTE TO FANNIE E. HARRIS

aunts and a host of cousins

Cunningham’s

Final Rites

musicians to pursue their pro

DIRECT
CREMATION

PLAN D

PLANC

PLAN B

PLANA

four daughters, five broth

2000.

Survivors include two sons;

Dwayne E. Matt

{Summers ^Janera/

Immaculate Matt

■w

“Qualify and Service'

"Personalized with the Utmost Dignity,

Confidence and Understanding"

A

Zion Hall Mortuary Inc.

Limousine Rental Service
Charles S. Chestnut, III, L.F.D., - Charles S. Chestnut, IV, L.F.D.

D'Wayne E. Matt, Licensed Mortician

Larry M. Saunders, L.F.D.

351-0566 ......................................... Lillie T. Shelton, L.F.D.

18 N.W. 8th Avenue. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (352)372-2537
P.O. Box 592 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . (352)377-6128
Gainesville, FL 32602 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fax: (352) 377-5678

2238 NW 10th St....................... /. .Alvis Summers, L.F.D.
Ocala, Florida 34475 ....................... .............. Notary Public

"It's all taken care of"
’ F•

-

Young's
PT' ’ 'ft Funeral
1 Home
A Full Service Firm

/

/

-

''

Prince Matt, Jr.

1005 Howard Street
(Corner So. Greenwood Ave.
& Howard)

Clearwater, FL

442-2388

Edna L. Matt

’’Service is the Soul’s Highest Calling”

These were the words that
brought calm to me when my
family member passed away.
She had already taken care
of her funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.
We just placed one call to
McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only was
the funeral paid for - it was
at prices that were in effect
at the time she made the
arrangements. What a
savings - What a peace of
mind.

SMITH FUNERAL HOME
Since 1987

"Taking Time To Serve Others"
There are over 50 deciSionS
to make at the death'of a
loved one

Your firSt deciSion may be
the moSt important one

So that your funeral is fully funded and won't be a financial bur
den on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and dis
cuss how you can guarantee the future price at today's cost.

Robert C. Young
Funeral Director
Since 1975

17OO - 49th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33707 *

McRae Funeral Home

Consider us first
for

QUALITY AND AFFORDABLE
SERVICE
Phone 727-894-2266

1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South

Fax 727-821-8728

St. Petersburg, Florida 33705

(727) 895-6005

1534 18th Avenue South - St.Petersburg, Florida 33705

t
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Classified Ads... Sure to get results!
INSIDE SALES REPS

E-Z-PURCHASE
$500.00 DOWN
Like new: Lovely 2/1 with new

NEW HOMES AVAILABLE
Starting at $89,000

TIME WARNER
COMMUNICATIONS
FREE CABLE
FREE ROAD RUNNER

wiring, new roof, new kitchen,

IF YOU HAVE TELEPHONE SALES EXPERIENCE,
IF YOU ARE: MOTIVATED BY LOTS OF MONEY

This is the job for you.

new carpets, new paint.
Address:
3726 19th Ave. South.
CALL SCOTT AT 727 520 1769
CITY OF
ST. PETERSBURG

GREENWAY
DEVELOPMENT
Architects & Construction
Management
for
new

Employment Division
Office is Located at
Otie 4th St N„ 4th Floor
Mon., Wed., Fri. Only
equal opportunity employer

Hands-on care of the
terminally ill.
Accepting Applications
RNs, LPNs

(FL License Required)
& HHA./CNAs

(Both FL cert, needed)
586-4432
300 E. Bay Drive
Largo, FL 33770-3770

CAR-JACKING
Is A Dangerous Problem
FOR INFORMATION ON

Car Jack Alarrps
CALL

-

AUTO SECURITY
-NSOUND
(727) 323-5959
1427 34th SL S.

Guaranteed base + above average commission; potential to EARN $20.00 AN
HOUR or more, great 2nd job.

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - Apply in person:-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -

Clearwater

Madeira Beach

2530 Drew St
2114 Drew St

14995 Gulf Blvd., Suite C

St. Pete

Pinellas Park

11500 9th St. N
333 1st St. N

Parkside Mall

(727) 327-1935 or 323-4262
HEALTH INFORMATION SPECIALIST SUPERVISOR TO SUPER
VISE ADMITTING/MEDICAL REC
ORDS, PINELLAS COUNTY HEALTH
DEPT. IN ST. PETE, RHIA OR RHIT
CERTIFIED WITH 1 YR. EX. SALARY
23K-36K; FULL BENEFITS, CON
TACT MARILYN CARR @ (727) 8246926, M-F, 8-5, EEO/AA

DENTIST
TO
WORK
W/CHILDREN. EXCELLENT
BENEFITS, MUST HAVE
VALID
FL
DENTAL
LICENSE, CPR CERT SPAN
ISH
SPEAKING
PRE
FERRED. EEO/AA/VP. 727824-6900 X 2293

_______________ Drug-Free Workpiace/EOE

T1ME WARNER
COMMUNICATIONS

CUSTOMER SERVICE REPS
Assist customers w/ cable television services by providing
information, answering questions & solving problems. Must use
dear & concise verbal & written communications skills; use
telephone & type 40 wpm; respond & correct billing questions,
errors; assist subscribers w/afl aspects of cable products &
services. HS dip/eouiv, min. 3 months office, derical &/or cust.
Ser. exp. req. Exp. W/computers & sales preferred. May
required woridng nights/weekends/holidays. Overtime as
needed. Great benefits! Free cable/Rond Runner; health & life
ins., education, 401k, retirement and mudi more.
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- Apply in person: -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - -- -- -- -- -

Clearwater

St. Pete

Maderia Beach

2530 Drew St
2114 Drew St.

11500 9th St. N
233 31st St. North

Suite C

largo

Pinellas

Tarpon Springs

1176 East Bay
Drive

Parkside Mall
Near Penny's

40120U.S.19 N.
Olympic Plaza

14995 Gulf Blvd.

EOE/Drug Free Workplace I

We
Welcome
Your
Letters
To the
Editor

I

QUALITY CONTROL

TIME WARNER
COMMUNICATIONS

SERVICE TECHNICIANS
switches, house amps, traps; resolve subs complaints after amplifier that feeds subs.;

track Road Runner service prob, between modem & node; install or splice feeder

H. & S. SWANSONS’ TOOL COMPANY
9000 68TH STREET NORTH
PINELLAS PARK, FL 33782

E.O.E. WE ARE A DRUG & SMOKE FREE WORKPLACE.

EXPERIENCED MILL & LATHE, SET-UP AND OPERATE
WITH MINIMUM SUPERVISION. IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
FOR NIGHT SHIFT. 4PM TO 2AM. 50 HOUR WORK WEEK.
MODERN SHOP, EXCELLENT WORKING CONDITIONS.
TOP WAGES AND BENEFITS.

INVITATION FOR BID
The Pinellas County Housing Authority is requesting sealed bids from qualified, responsible
firms interested in providing all labor, materials and incidental work for Fencing and Masonry
Columns and Entry Walls work for the following project: Security Fence Improvement Project,
Rainbow Village, 12301 134th Avenue North, Largo, Florida,
All bids must be received by Tuesday December 5th, 2000 at 10:00 a.m. local time and will be
publicly opened at: Pinellas County Housing Authority, The Dean S. Robinson Administration
Bldg., 209 South Garden Avenue, Clearwater, Florida 33756, Attn. Albert Meza. Envelopes must be
sealed and clearly marked on the outside with the bidders name and address, project name, bid due
Hatp and time Bidders may obtain, at their own non-refundable expense of $25.00, plans, specifi
cations and contract documents from:
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT:
Copley Design Associates, Inc.
1666 Laney Drive
Palm Harbor, Florida 34683
727 787-2840
A pre-bid conference will be held at Rainbow Village 12301 134th Avenue North, Largo, Florida
at 10:00 a.m. oh Wednesday, November 29, 2000. Questions regarding this IFB should be directed
to Copley Design Associates, Inc.

" Our hope for creative tiving...ties in our ability to reestab
lish the moral ends of our lives in personal character and
social justice."

-Martin Luther King, Jr.

Have A

Safe

& Happy
Thanksgiving
From Oar

Family To
Yours
PLEASE
SUPPORT OUR
PAPER BV
SUPPORTING
OUR
RDUERTISERS

cables; have proven knowledge of instruments i.e. cable locators/leakage detector,

record signal leakage. May req. working various shifts on a 24-hr on-call basis, may
include weekends. Must have HS dip/equiv; some electronic background w/

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ------ -- -- -- -- — Apply in person:-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - -- -- -- -- -- -- --

Clearwater

St. Pete

Maderia Beach

2530 Drew St
2114 Drew St.

11500 9th St. N
233 31st St. North

Suite C

Larqi

Pinellas

Tarpon Springs

TT76 East Bay

Parkside Mall
Near Penny's

40120 U.S. 19 N.
Olympic Plaza

Drive

BSAVEf
WATER!!

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE
COURTS
6TH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT

Staff Attorney - graduation from an accredited law
school; ability to digest and communicate concepts
orally and in writing; ability to exercise discretion,
confidentiality, impartiality and honesty in handling
matters before the court. FL Bar membership pre
ferred. Applicants must have word processing skills.
Appointment not to exceed 2 yrs. Salary
$3,212.60/mo. (FL Bar Member) + bnfts. Position
located mid-county.
Law Library Specialist II - maintains law library
collection and provides reference assistance to court
staff, attorneys, and the general public. Req. HS and
2 yrs. law library exp. or BA with 1 yr. exp. in law
library or legal field. Position headquartered in St.
Petersburg but may require services at other law
libraries within the county. Salary $892.74 bwkly. +
bnfts.
Half-Time Student Law Clerk — conducts research
for court legal office. Drafts court orders and memo
randa of law. Req. min. 2 yrs. law school with crim
inal law coursework, research and writing.
Applicants must have word processing skills.
Position located mid-county. Salary $12/hr. + bnfts.

Court Applications ONLY by December 1.
Available at:
Clearwater Courthouse, 315 Court St., Rm. 436,
Clwr.
Criminal Justice Center, 14250 49th St. N., 3rd fir.,
H-wing (Fiscal), Clwr.
501 Building, 501 1st Ave. N., Rm. 729 (Alt.
Dispute), St. Pete

Court Administration, Rm. 219, West Pasco
Judicial Center, 7530 Little Rd., New Port Richey
www.jud6.org/GeneralInfo/AboutTheCircuit/
Employment/employmenthtm
EOE AA Drug-Free Workplace. Any person with a
disability requiring a special accommodation to par
ticipate in the application process should call 727464-4647

14995 Gall Blvd.

EOE/Drug Free Workplace |

CALL OUR JOB HOTLINE: (727) 797-1818 EXT. 8040
CITY OF ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA
NOTICE TO OFFERORS

Aries
March 21 to Apia 19

Sealed proposals will be received by the Purchasing and
Materials Management Director, City of St. Petersburg,
Municipal Services Center, 5th Floor, One 4th Street North, St.
Petersburg, Florida, 33701 for: 943-57 Fiduciary Responsibility
Insurance, Proposal No. 5846. Pre-proposal Conference on 1:30
PM, Thursday, November 30, 2000, Proposal opening on 3:00
PM, Thursday, December 28,2000. This proposal may be down
loaded by accessing the City's website at www.stpete.org/purchase.htm. The City of St. Petersburg, Florida reserves the right
to accept or reject any and all proposals. The City reserves the
right to waive technicalities on proposals. The decision as to
what constitutes a technicality shall rest solely with the City of
St. Petersburg, Florida. Louis Moore, CPPO, Director of
Purchasing and Materials Management.

The Pinellas County Housing Authority reserves the right to waive minor informalities, reject any
part of, or any or all bids if such action is in the best interest of the Housing Authority.

$600 Down, $544 monthly*, PITI
We can put you in this dream home
if you qualify.
Completely Renovated.
New Custom Kitchen and Bath.
Central Heat & Air. Laundry Room.
Security Systems.
Drive by 801 S. 14th Ave., St. Pete.
David Lancor, Realtor (813) 239-1632
(*based on $600 down, 30 yr., tax
+ insurance of $120. 8.5% APR)

Non Profit Organizations
We will design your
website
FREE
727 540 9525
WWW.FULLBELLY.COM

VOM's, signal level meters, oscillators; physical ID of fiber optic cable; detect, repair &

communications troubleshooting; valid Florida Drivers license in good standing.

C.N.C. MACHINIST

NEWS
DEADLINE
IS 4 PM
MONDAY

services subscriber to IV. Must be able to: Know installation procedures, including

current electrical codes, IV problems & prove to subs, how to hook up stereo, PIP, A/B

1ST AND 2ND SHIFT POSITIONS AVAILABLE FOR
QUALIFIED MECHANICAL INSPECTORS FOR OUR PRE
CISION MACHINING FACILITY. WORKING KNOWL
EDGE OF GEO. TOL„ BASIS INSP. EQUIP., & C.M.M.S. IS
A MUST. APPLY IN PERSON.

2000 Quincy Street So.
Find out how to qualify by
calling (727) 323-5041
CornerStone Construction Specialties

CALL OUR JOB HOTLINE: (727) 797-1818 EXT. 8040

Analyze/locote/repair technical problems from output of previous amplifier that

.

2-3-4 BdrmS/l-2-3 BathS
AdditionS, ReSidential/Commercial

JobHotline:797-1818,ext 700

homes/room additions.

Caring for Pinellas
County, Florida since
1977
A Unique Profession!!

INSIDE SALES REPS
Professional & friendly atmosphere; evening hrs 5pm-9pm, NO weekends;

PICK OF
THE
WEEK!
F L OJ I P_A

LOTTO

4-9-24
25-32-44

CA$H 3
421 692 814
281
884 582 189
^o\

1-2 4-5 6-7
2-6 3-4 5-8

Negotiating to get what
will make you happy may
take all the charm you
can muster. If you trust
your intuition, you will
come out of the situation
smelling like a rose.

Taurus

Leo
July 23 to August 22

There isn’t anything you
can’t achieve with love in
your life, but you need sup
port. Get rid of negative
people; you can’t afford to
have people around who
don’t wish you the best.

Virco

April 20 to May 20

August 23 to September 22

Your luck is good if you’re
decisive in your actions. A
mate may need you to fig
ure out what’s going on
beneath
the
surface.
Employ compassion as
you listen to his drama.

Routine will either make
you or break you. This
goes for diet, exercise
and life in general. If
you’re taking things one
day at a time, you’ll
achieve all you want.

Gemini
May 21 to June 21

They say success comes
to those who wait. Well,
both your patience and
persistence will be tested
this week. Double-check
your plans and maintain
your sense of humor.

Cancer
June 22 to July 22

Your practical side has
never agreed that “love
makes the world go
round,” but now you're
ready for romance and
excitement.
Appreciate
life as a great gift.

★★

Libra
September 23 to October 22

You’re well on your way to
having an enviable love
life! If you’re single, you’ll
be painting the town red.
If you’re married, romance
will be in full bloom. It’s
your turn to receive.

Scorpio
October 23 to November 21

Jupiter is giving you pow
er, insight and a winning
streak a mile long. Just
make sure you’re paying
attention to the small
details that go along with
the good luck.

Sacittarius

November 22 to December 21

The conditions you want
to bring into your life will
begin to appear this com
ing winter. Now it’s time to
plan for when your ship
comes in. Don't let others
in on your plans.

Capricorn
December 22 to January 19

Don’t let anyone sell you
a bill of goods about your
career. You can see which
way the wind is blowing,
and you’re in an excellent
position to seek out alter
natives if you have to.

Aowijhus
January 20 to February 18

With Saturn out of your
sign, you’re no longer set
tling for the limits people
place on you. Positive think
ing will get you where you
want to go if you do all the
work that's required.

February 19 to March 20

Careful attention to health
matters will pay great div
idends in the long run. A
mental diet of good books,
positive friends and a
sense of humor will help
you beat the blues.

★★
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Do You Remember J

HIRES
The one that enjoys the

greatest amount of liberty is
the one who gives up falsity
and aligns himself with reality.
Settle down to some hard

THERE IS ONLY ONE
RACE IN THIS WORLD
- THE HUMAN RACE!

PAR WAGES
PROJECT
Operation PAR,

Inc.

provides

sub

stance abuse and mental health ser
Nexus

vices to WAGES participants and their

family

to settle down to do some hard

families in Pinellas County. These ser

time.
On behalf of all Saints -

vices are free and confidential. Ser
vices are available to adults and chil

Lord, for thy great glory.

Happy Thanksgiving

members,

and

MID PEWNtULA SEAFOOD

low-income

discipline or you will be made

We praise thee, we glorify
thee, we give thanks to thee, O

To our
cherished
Customers
Staff, &
Uendors

dren. For more information contact:

Gerald Syrkett
At 727-893-5438

MARKET & RESTAURANT
400 - 49th St South
St. Petersburg, FL
327-S309
gfe
32S-S309

X •
K

Mon.-Sat. 11 AM to 9 PM
Sunday... Gone Fishin’
SSfc^WHEEE THE LOCALS SUY

Tl iai\I< You!!

...you make it
all worthwhile

JC

FOR OVER 21 YEARS

